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Hay

or

Dairy Farming.

ΚΚΚΡΙΧβ UP THE

KKRTIUTT Α MATTKK

OK INDL'STBY AND

GOOD MANAGEMENT.

I have read with much interest the
articles on hay farming in The New England Farmer of Feb. 17th, and in particular the one from Cumberland county,
Me., which seems to convey the idea
that hay farmers are robbers and are
leaving behind them depleted farms.
It seems to me a little harsh to accuse a
farmer who follows any line of farming
of being a robber of the soil, aod because he does η >t keep cows of being a
loafer.
Now, there are other lines of farming
which are as honest and which call for
just as much work and attention as does
the keeping of cows, and each farmer
has to use his own judgment as to which
line of farming it is best for him to purBecause a farmer keeps a herd of
sue.
c<)ws it does not always mean that he is
making money, or that his farm is growing more fertile, nor does it always
prove that because a man sells hay that
his farm is becoming poorer.
There is a farm of 170 acres which
joins my farm, aud upon which cows
have been kept for a great many years,
which has grown poorer instead of better.
Tweuty years ago this farm was
sold for •'57,500, and regarded as a good
bargain; from 30 to 40 cows were kept
on this farm and no hay or grain wa&
sold, but all was fed on the farm. Two
years ago this same farm was sold for a
little moro than 32,000, and it is all the
owner can do to keep seven cows.
Another farm which joins tuine is a
hay farm. This farm is said to have
had no manure put on it for the last 50
years. I have known the farm for 20
years and no stable manure has been
used during that time, and the farm
produces oue-third more hay and grain
UUW

luau

It

'Iiu

IHCIIVJ jcmo

^v.

In my own case, I have a hay farm
and it is not getting poorer by any
I have owned the farm for 20
rneaus.
years, and I cut more than twice a*
much hay per acre now as I did when 1
lirst bought it. I have built two barn»
during that time, and I shali be obliged
to build a large hay barn the coming

season.

The question may arise regarding the
farms I have mentioned: Why did
the farm where cows were kept grow
poorer, and why is the farm growing
better where no stock of any kind has
two

been kept?
Both these farms have the same kind
of soil, heavy clay loam, which in this
section is natural grass land. In the
case of the farm where cows were kept
it was a case of bad management and
poor judgment, and keeping more cows
than the farm could support aud pasturing the meadows aud other parts of
the farm uutil not a blade of grass was
left.
In the case of the farm where no stock
is kept the laud has never been pastured, and a judicious use of commercial
fertilizers and good tillage is not only
keeping up but improving the soil. It
has been said that what is one man's
man's poison. And
meat is auother
because my neighbor does not follow
the line of farming that I do it is no
reason that I should call him lazy or
throw stoues at him. There are shiftless men in all branches of business,
and the hay farmers have no more of
this class than do those farmers who
keep cows. As to keeping up our
farms, it is simply a matter of industry
and good management, regardless of the
particular lines of farming we follow.
And instead of finding fault with our
neighbors let us endeavor to help tbem
over the hills of life's toilsome journey
and by our advice and counsel help
them to be better and happier farmers
and citizens.—Cor. in New England
Farmer.

Raise More Oats.

The snow is gone, the roads are rough
and little can be doing with teams or at
other outside work. Spring is again on
the way and already the time is favorable for making ready to take the work
GOLDE.M NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE in hand as the warm sunshine prepares
the way.
The Farmer contends with confidence
that Maine farmers should raise more of
A
the grain needed in their dairy business.
CURE
For some reason, not easily accouuted
for, the farmers of this state (outside of
Aroostook countx) have been dropping
it quickly absorbed.
away from the raising of grain till now
Cites Relief at One·.
there in but little grown. At the same
time, the increase in the dairy business
It cleansee, soothes
among them calls for and requires more
heals aud protects
grain feed than ever before. This is
the diseased membrune. It cures Cauearly all purchased from the .market.
tarrh and drives
I<arge sums of money go out from the
state each yoar for these needed grain
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Reproducts. Years ago Maine was a grain
stores the Senses of
selling sia'e Why this marked change,
l iste and SniolL Full size 50cts., at Drujj- there seems to be no sufficient reason.
as are needed
gi-ts or by tuaU ; Trial Size 10 cts. by luaiL The yield of such grains
is ai
Ely Brothers, 5C Warren Street, New York* for stock feeding, when grown,
bountiful as in former times, and equals
that of any other section of the countrv
There certainly is no lack of available
land on which to grow it, ana plenty ui
horses are on the farms with which to
do the work. The lands are idle and
the horses standing in their stalls for the
reason they are not set to the work of
Jeweler and Graduate
raising this needed grain. There seems
no reason why these conditions are so,
only that farmers have dropped into the
to
way of neglecting the opportunity
nearer
their farms
self-supmake
■·1

■

Positive

Elf's Cream Balm

HILLS,

Optician.

LowestPricesiROxfordGouiity.
NORWAY, MAINE.

porting.

Oats are a good grain feed for any
farm stock. They are especially adapted to our conditions of soil and climate.
Under good culture they are sure to reward the farmers with a bountiful yield

limited outlay of labor. They are
strong feeding plant, hence can tind
sufficient support for a reasonably good
at a

a

OLD CARPETS

ARE VALUABLE

when made Into handeotne, durable,
versible, HAND-MADE

re-

RUGS

Entirely new process. My id*e an·»
variety of design. Costs lew and will

outwear

Call and

any run made.
Me sample or send for booklet

si.

NOVELTY RUQ CO.,

368 Congres* Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND.

a crop of corn,
crop out of a foil where
wheat or grass under like conditions
would fail. Their harvest comes at a
when the
season, just following haying,
work. In
way is usually clear for the
fact, the crop seems to fit into our conditions in a way to scarcely interfere with
Either
any other work on a Maine farm.
alone, or mixed with peas or other grain
this
crop might
as many are practicing,
well be grown in tenfold greater measthe
case.
is
now
than
ure
Farmers should lay plane now to start
and plow up a few acres
out this

spring

living and have
My grandfathers

each and with
made a living.

work "intense" in connection with soil
culture. No matter whether that is true
or, not one thing is certain many years
before the Cutaway Harrow Co. had
commenced using
I
any existence
«rader and a revolving disk gang plow
and a strong hook to pull out roots together with a flat 36 inch steel bog clipper, and with these four intense cultivators, together with four strong horses
and three strong men and myself, made
dozens of trips into the country among
the farms here and elsewhere, working
some of the odd corners on the farms, it
took four to seven days to work one of
those odd sections and cost about flO
an acre to make worthless land pay au
annual net cash profit of $30 to $75 per
acre per year.
I worked a few of these poor sections
in this county. The first worked was
four acres in five days. The other
proved to be a loafer and he was a
failure. The next was six acres in
seveu days.
The owner of this field did
better, perhaps he obtained one-half
what ho should. Lately he wanted me
to make him another bog clipper as he
found that the state had borrowed mine
and kept it, so lately I have made him
another which is to be used free of
charge. The third odd section worked
was about five acres in a week's time.
All of these fields were worked to a perfect grade and intensely cultivated without a cent's worth cash cost to their
It was done at my own personowners.
al expense with the hope that the higher cultivation would thereafter prevail.
One of these three parties took up the
work where I left it and has kept it
going with the result that they are
making money very easy, while the owner of the first section is growing poorer
every year.

Prof. Kins

of new and old stock is soon effected.—

on

Carroll County, Ν. H.
Barr Coostrnction. J. L. H.,

"No; I menu today."
"Law*, he uln' comlu' back! Bid me
pack de truuk an' ca'y um down to de

By BOOTH TARKINGTON,

:k
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CHATTER VIII.

Π. CAIIEWE was already at
the breakfast table, but the
light of bis countenance, bidden la bind the Itouen Jour·
uai, was not vouchsafed to bis daughter whou she took her place opposite
him, nor did lie see ht to return her
morning greeting, from which she generously concluded tbut the burning of
the two warehouses had meant a severe

per, after which occurred the unfortuAll Breeds Qood.
nate accident to the long ladder, leavA young farmer starting out in busiing the five named gentlemen in their
ness on a farm wants and certainly needs
to have a herd of good cattle. One of terrible predicament, face to face with
the first things in this connection that death in its most awful form. At this
will engage his attention ie the breed frightful moment"— And all the rest
that he shall select. Many times have was about Miss Carewe.
we been asked the question, "What is
As Will himself admitted, he had
the best breed?"
"laid himself out on tbat description."
On a single page of a dairy journal
One paragraph was composed of short
on our desk before us are five articles,
each beginning with the
each one giving an account of the record sentenced,
of a notable herd of cows, and each herd word "alone." "Alone she entered the
The breeds given are Shattered door! Alone she set foot upa different breed.
Guernsey, Holstein, Jersey, milking on the first tliglit of stairs! Alone she
Shorthorns and Ayrshlree, and all of ascended the second! Alone she mountthem giving milk of a quality that fig- ed the third! Alone ehe lifted her hand
ures a high record of butter as well as
to the trap! Aloue she opened it!" Stie
milk. It is thus seen there are good
was declared to have made her appearcows in all the breeds named, and that
to the unfortunate prisoners on
establishing a profitable herd of cow» is ance
laden dove
or may be more a selection of individual the roof, even as "the palm
animals than a choice of breed. Indeed, to the despairing Noah," aud Will also
it is true that one may gratify a prefer- asserted repeatedly that she was the
ence or fancy for a particular breed, and "heroine of the hour."
still have a profitable herd through the
.Miss liettj bi uiied to see her name
'(election of individual animals. While
co blazoned forth in print, but she
the Shorthorns are usually classed as a
lucked one kind of vanity and failed to
beef breed, yet even with them there
for more than a somehave been retained here in the Atlantic find good reason
writer's
States lines of breeding that need only v.hat troubled laughter, the
to be brought into notice to show creditpurpose was so manifestly kind In
able records of both milk and butter, as L;»ite of the bizarre result.
well as beef when wanted. Thus it is
"till. I wish Mr. Cummings hadu't!"
seen that the advice to choose the breed
she exclaimed. "It would have been
ono likes the best affords a wide field of
better not to speak of uie at all. of
choice, and still may be al 1 right from a course. Iînt I can't see th it there is
dairy point of view.—Maine Farmer.
anything to resent. It is sj funny!"
"Funny!" .Mr. Carewe repeated the
Wooden Sap utensils uut 01 uaie.
in a cracked falsetto, with the
The maple sugar mtker who caters word
evident intention of mocking her. and
to the best trade and expects to make
the best goods, must have clean utensils at t!io same time hideously contorted
adapted to the work. Be prompt in hh face Into a grotesque idiocy of exgathering and boiling of the sap and pression. pursing his lips so extremely
putting it in a marketable product in the nr.d setting his brows so awry that
quickest possible time.
his other features were carried out of
Good sugar has been, and is made,
all familiar likeness, effecting an alterfrom sap caught in wooden buckets
a man of
and boiled in ation as shocking to behold in
from

pans. But the man who could do that
could make vastly better with the new
metal spouts that prevent the tree drying up and wood becoming contaminated. Have buckets with covers, tin
draw and storage tanks and one of the
many direct circulating evaporators now
on the market.
With the beet outfit obtainable the
personal equation is still one-half in the
making of the best goods. Neatness
must be in evidence everywhere. The
draw tank should be scalded and washed every day especially after the days
begin to warm; the storage tank as often
at possible and the evaporator every
day. The skimmer should never get
cold and a damp cloth and pall of olean
water will keep the sides of evaporator
clean as the sap boils up.
Gather sap quickly, boil it at once and
with a fire that will make it jump; sngar
off as soon as possible, being sure to get
mallate of lime from syrup either by
straining through felts or settling and
you will have a product that will please
your customers and bring you an order
next year.—T. G. Bronson in Now Eng-

honey!"

Author of "The Gentleman From Indiana" and "Monaleur Beiuealre"

loss to liim.
"1 am so sorry, father," she said
gently. (She had not called him "pupa"
since the moruiug after her ball.) "I
hope it isn't to be u great trouble to
you." There was no response, and ufter waiting for some time she spoke
again rather tremulously, yet not timidly, "Father V"
lie ix>se, aud upon his brow were
marked the blackest lines of anger she
had ever seen, so that she leaneu back
from him, startled, but he threw down
the open paper before her on the table
and struck it With his clinched bsL
"Ueud that!" he said, aud he stood
over her wniie she read.
There were some grandiloquent headlines: "Misa Elizabeth Care we uu Angel oi Mercy! Charming Belle Saves
the L.ves of Five i'romineut Citizens!
Her I'reseuce of Miud Prevents Conflagration 1 roui Wiping Out the City!"
It may be noted tbut Will Cummings,
editor und proprietor of the Journal,
lue larra wun intense cuiuvauou m
hud written these tributes as well a*
■λ gold mine.
Without it it is a perfect
whole account of the evening's
failure. I think that it is either higher the
cultivation or a famine. I made the transactions, and Miss Betty loomed as
above desired machines at my own ex- large in Will's narrative as in his good
There was very
pense and performed the work free of and lovelorn heart.
charge to get the farmer started. They little concerning the fire in the Journal.
were never put on the market, they were It was
nearly all about Betty. That is
made to do the work the cheapest and
one of tiie misfortunes which pursue a
beftt without regard to cost. I used
who allows uu editor to fall in
them in different sections all across the lady
her.
continent for the sole purpose of show- love with
However, there was a scant mention
iug the farmers what results would come
from a different and better method of of the arrival of the volunteers "upon
cultivation.
the scene," though none at all at the
Later I made cheaper and better cause of their delay, and an eloquent
machines which did the work just as
paragraph was devoted to their baudeffectively. In the three cases above some appearance, Mr. Cummings havwill
with
a
took
hold
one
mentioned,
been one of those who iusisted that
and he made a grand success. If I ing
the new, uuiforms should be worn.
could get one in five hundred to adopt
the better method, who read my essays "Soon," said the Journal, "through the
the loaf will soon be leavened. I do daring of the chief of the department
not regret the personal cost to myself and the captain of the hook and ladder
if the final result is a success. Some f>nirm«iiv nnt> of whom nlooed and
say it is an advertising scheme of mine, mouuted the grappling ladder, over
but one thing is certain, I commenced whicli lie was
immediately followed by
the work long before I was in any way
the other carryiug the hose, a stream
connected with
manufacturing
any
was seut to play upou the devouring elcompany.
I understand very well that the farm- ement, a feat of derring-do personally
ers must go slow, that there are and witnessed by a majority of our readers.
stay. The farm trained brain is at the Mr. Yaurevel and Mr. Gray were
head.—Ueorge M. Clark in Turf, Farm Joined by Eugene Madrillon, Tappingand Home.
ham Marsh and the editor of this pa-

old-fashioned spouts

"What time will father come home?"
"Home?
He be gone two week,

TheTwoVanrevels

fair bank account.
had four hundred acres
poor cultivation barely
a

Why? They did not
thoroughly cultivate, that is why. They
were like most of the farmers of to-day,
land poor. I have spent a fortune to
make the farmers more intensely cultivate their land.
I think I originated the

young mens ant you aon like whiles
"
I you talks wld dem you does like

D Q

Intense Cultivation.
What is it? Who are using it?
The U. S. Census of 1880 enumerate
more than ten thousand farms of less
than three acres, their occupants are all
intense cultivators. They make a good

his severe cast of countenance as wns
his falsetto mimicry to hear. She rose
in a kind of terror, perceiving that this
contortion was produced in burlesque
of her own expression, and as he pressed nearer her stepi>ed bark, overturning her chair. She had little recollection of her father during lier childhood,
and as long as she could remember no
one h -d spoken to her angrily or even

roughly.

As «lie retreated from him he leaned
forward, thrusting the hideous mask

closer to her white and horror stricken
face.
"You can't see anything to resent In
that!" he g!bbered. "It's so funny, is
it? Funny! Funny! Funny! I'll show
I'll
you whether It's funny or not!
show you!" His voice rose almost to
"Yon hang around fires, do
a shrlok.
you, on the public streets at nlghtl

Spring

Humors

land Homestead.
of the old fields now cutting only a li^ht
a
sow to oats.
and
Apply
of
grass
Gome to most people and cause many
Secure Grafts Early.
crop
light dressing of barn manure if availshould be lost in securing trouble·,—pimple·, boils and other
time
No
able, or in the absence of that make au
that bud
of grafts of those kinds of fruits
eruption·! beside· lose of appetite»
application of some reliable brand
early. After the buds have started it is
commercial manure and nature will do bird to make a
this is one that tired feeling, fits of biliousness,
live;
graft
the rest There is no way a commercial
reason why so much difficulty is found indigestion and headaohe.
fertilizer can be used to better profit in
grafting plums and cherries. Pack
The sooner one gets rid of them the
than in growing oats. Then prepare at
the grafts in sand in the cellar and tlie.v
once to obtain some good seed and grow
if
to
more
better, and the way to get rid of them
will be all the
grow,
likely
a crop of oats the coming season to go
the grafting is delayed until the trees to and to build up the system that has
the
and
for
the silo,
potawith the corn
be grafted are beginning to leaf out.
A little more hustle is all
suffered from them is to take
toes for sale.
The sap then flows freely and the nninn
culled for.—Maine Farmer.
that is

Hood's

Sarsaparllta

and Pills

You're α nice one for me to leave Id

charge of my house while I'm away,
you trollop! What did you mean by
going up on that roof? You knew that
rascal Vunrevel was there! You did,

I say. you kuew It!"
She ran toward the door with a
frightened cry. But he got between It
ami her. menaciug her with his upraised open hand*, shaking them ovei
her.

"You're

a

lovely daughter, aren't

shouted hoarsely. "You knew
well who was on that roof,
and you went. Didn't you go? AnIf I'd bad arms about
swer iuc that!
mo when I pit there I'd hare shot that
He was on my property
man dead!
giving orders, the black bound! And
when I ordered him out he told me if I
Interfered with his work before it was
finished he'd have me thrown out—me
that owned the whole place—and there
wasn't a man that would lend me a pisYou'd better rescue
'Rescue!'
tol!
him frftui me, you palm laden dove, for

you?" he
perfectly

I'll kill that
I'll shoot him, I will!
dog, and ho knows it. He can blust^t
in a crowd, but he'll hide now! He's
coward and"—
"lie came home with me. He brought
Her voice rang
me houie lust night!"
out in the room like that of some other
person, and she hardly knew that It
was herself who spoke.
"You He!" he screamed, and fell back
a

though
of some physical
It plastic beyond

from her, his face working

as

under the dominance
disorder, the flesh of
conception, so that she cried out and
covered her face with her arm. "You
lie! I saw you at the hedge with Cralley Gray, though you thought I didn't.
What do you want to lie like that for?
Vanrevel didn't even speak to you. I

asked Madrlllon. You lie!"
lie choked upon the words. A racking cough shook him from head to foot.
He staggered back and dropped upon
her overturned chair, his arms beating the table in front of him, his head
Jerking spasmodically backward and
forward as he gasped for breath.
"Ring the bell!" he panted thickly,
with an Incoherent gesture. "Nelson
knows! Ring!"
Nelson evidently knew. He brought
brandy and water from the sideboard
with no stinting hand, and within ten
miuutes Mr. Carewe was in his accustomed seat, competent to finish his

breakfast
For .Miss Betty had fled to her own
She lay
room and had bolted the door.
upon the bed. shuddering and shivering with nausea and cold, though the
day was warm. After a time she began to grow quieter, turned and lay

=—I

\
"

You're a htvcly daughter, aren't youf"

Willi wet eyes «taring uuseeiugly at
the wall, her uuderiip quivering with
the deep intake of each broken sigh.
"Missy!" There caine a soft knock
lipon the door and the clink of silver

upon china. "Missy!"
"What is It?"
So quick was Miss Betty that, although she answered almost at once,
the tears were washed away and she
was passing a cool, wet towel over
tier eyes at the moment she spoke.
I brung yo' breakfae',
"Jass me.

honey."

Old Nelson's voice

was

always

low

aud gentle, with u quaver and hesitancy in the utterance. Now it was
tender aud comforting with the comprehension of one in suffering, the extraordinary tact which the old of his
"Li'l
race nearly all come to possess.
chicken wing on piece brown toast,

honey."

When she

opened

the door he came

In, beudlng attentively ove* his tray,
and without a glance toward his young

mistress made some show of fuss and
bustle as he placed it upon a table near
the window aud drew up a chair for
her go that she could sit with her back

to the light
"Dali, now!" be exclaimed softly, removing the white napkin and displaying other dainties besides the chicken
"Dass de way! Dat oie Mawing.
mie in de kitchen, she got her failin's
an' her grlevln' sins, but de way she

do han'le chicken an' biscuit sutney
ain't none on 'em. She plead fo' me to
ax you how you like dem biscuit."
He kept his bead bent low over the
table, setting a fork closer to Betty's
hand; arruugiug the plates, then rearthem, but never turning bis

ranging

eyes In her direction.
"lias father gone out. Nelson?" asked
Betty in a low voice.
"Yes'ui; he uptown." The old man's
tone sank ut once to the level of her
became confidential, as one
speaks to auother In a room where
somebody Is ill. "He mekkln' perpetra-

own;

tion to go down de rivnh dis aft'noon.
He suy he done broke de news to you
dat lie goiu' 'way. Dey goln' bull' dem
wa'house rigli up, an' yo' pa he neclstate go way 'count de contrack. He
be gone two week, honey," Nelson
finished without too much the air of
Impurtiug cheery tidings, but with just

In the construction of a barn, Prof.
Our Common Roads.
,{ing said the walls and ceiling should
it is a faot that a country's progress
If
forming in combination the Spring
be tight in every place, except where
civilization is indicated by her roads,
it in
where
and
to
enter
of unequalled
air
want·
one
Bye BpeolAllet
what can we say of some of our common Medicine par sxoeHencs,
should go out. Barns should not be roads? Our standard of civilization is
the blood aa
in
OtaMt·. Cash or Credit. Satisfaction Guarpurifying
strength
built so that the cold air will reach the not at all
anteed. Eye· Tested Free.
flattering; we must have a
and pert
animals first, bat so that it will come in new order of things before we oan have shown by unequalled, radical
is
and
this
warm
air,
NORWAY*, MATTVM. contact with the
are a nuisance, manent cures of
Bushes
(DOCgX
roads.
the upper part of the stable. The cold good
"I am to stay here alone?"
and if not out yearly they will be so •crofula
Rheum
Salt
where
the
at
in
come
celling,
air should
large that they will have to be cut with •cald Head
"Law', no, missy! Dat big Mix Tanair
and
warm
the
with
Pimple·
Voile,
will
it
mingle
There is a time to out gray
axe.
dass de bos' frieu' we all got,
berry.
air should be an
The
down.
impure
Peorlaale
drop
will not sprout again.— All Klnde of Humor
is birch and they
that
she
tame
because
floor
ng'iu, au* yo' pa goln' invite
the
at
ont
takeu
All kinds of Pulp Wood the comRhoumattem
Cor. in New England Parmer.
Blood Poloonlng
her visit at de house whiles he gone, un'
air and the cold air in
the
where
impure
Catarrh
Dyepopela, Kto to stay a mout' aftah be git back, too,
ing year. Correspondence solicited. the stable are.
There's a better day coming for the
H. D. COLE,
but be sure to sozc she kin go to all de doin's an'
no
substitute,
almost
▲ooept
It's
New
fartneia of
England.
"Do something" la a food motto for
Bryant'· Pond, Me.
here.
junketln's wld you and talk wld de
fit Bead's, and get tt today.
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Den he bid me b:»j
boat at noon.
far'-ye-well an* a klne good by fo* him.
honey. Say he thinks you ain't feelin'
too well, soze he won't 'sturb ye bisself, an' dut he unestly do hepe you
goin' have splen'ld time whiles be trabblln\" (Nelson's imagination covered
many deficits In bis master's courtesy.)
"Say he reckon you an' ole Miz Tanberry goin' git 'long mighty nice wid
one'nnrr. An' (lass what me an' Mamie
reckon 'specbually bonn' to take pluce,
'case dut a mighty gay lady, dat big
Miz Tanbcrry, an' ole frien* 'er owah
fambly. She 'uz a frien* er yo' momma's.

honey."

Miss Betty had begun by making a
preten.se to eat only to please the old
mun, bnt the vuiu woman's cookery
had not been unduly extolled, and Nelson laughed with pleasure to see the
fluffy biscuits and the chicken w!ng not
nibbled at, but actually eaten. lie was
an old house servant; therefore he had

ag'lw' bit»; but, missy, et
thing topper God's wort' yo*
pa do desp'itly Mud contestably despise,
bate, cuss an* outrageously 'bomluat·
wush'u a yaller August spldub it are
lie want etomple 'em
a ab'litiouLst.
eve'y las' oue uuder be boot beel
'cep'u dat oiie Mist' C'ralley Gray.
Dey's α cousldubul spriuklln' er dem
ab'litlonlst 'bout de kentry, boney.
Dey's mo' dot dou' kuow w'ich dey 1«,
one

old man—could have guessed that she
had wept bitterly that morning.
She cantered out to the flat, opeu
country to th_» east, where she found
soft dirt roads that were good "for the
bay colt's feet, and she reached a
crossroad several miles from town he
fore she was overcome by the conviction that she was a wicked ami ungrateful girl. She could not place the
exact spot of her guilt, but she knew
it was there, somewhere, since she felt

many young ladies go through unand he admired Miss Betty the more because she was the tirst
who had indulged In strong weeping
and did not snulllo at Intervals afterward. He understood perfectly everything that had passed between father
and daughter that morning.
seen

When her breakfast was finished she
turned slowly to the window, and,
while her eyes did not refill, a slight
twitching of the upper lids made him
believe that she was going over the
whole scene again in her mind, whereui>on he began to move briskly about

herself a guilty thing.
For the picture whirl) Nelsou had
drawn ro.;o before her—the one man
standing aloue in his rage on the platform, overwhelmed by his calm young
adverser}', beaten and made the butt
Her faof laughter fur a thousand.
ther had been iu the wrong in that
quarrel, and somehow site was sure,
too, lie must have been wrong iu the

the room with a busy air, picking up
her napkin, dusting a chair with his
hand, exchanging the position of the
andirons in the fireplace, and, apparently discovering that the portrait of
Georges Meilliac was out of line, he set
it awry, then straight again, the while
sjiiuiuiii

U1

"personal" one as well—the mysteridilticulty over Fanehon's Mr. Gray,

ous

nuiui

tlic» words "Chain de lion dowu"
allowed to be quite audible. They
were repeated often, and at each repetition of them he seemed profoundly,
though decorously, amused in a way
which might have led to a conjecture
that tlic refrain bore some distant ref-

ouly

were

fully:

"Soon's I git de trunk fix Γ yo' pa 1
bring 'roun' dat bay cult wld de side
Yo' better set 'bout Kit tin'
saddle.
au' dey's mo' still dut don' keer. Soie on yo' rldin' habit, uiissy. I»e roads i>
dat wby dcy go git up a quo'l 'twlx yo' mighty good dis sunshiny wedduh."
pa an' dut man, an' 'range to bave 'er
"Nelson."
on a platfawm de yeab 'fo' de las'
"Yes'm."
a
de
call
quo'l
campaign, an', sub, dey
"Do you think such an attack as fafum
debate, an' all de folks come In
ther bad this morning—is—dangerous?"
In
come
town
de keutry, an' all de folks
He bad hoped for another chance to
too. De whole possetucky on 'em sit laugh violently before he left her, aud
an' listen.
this completely fitted his desire. "Ho,
Den Mist' Van"Fus' yo' pa talk.
ho, ho!" he shouted. "Xo'iu; no, no,
revel, bofe on 'em mighty cole an' civ- honey! Ile.Jass git so mad it mek him
ilized. Den yo' pa git wo'm up, missy, sick! You couldn't kill dat man wld
like be do, 'case be so useter have bis a broadax, missy!"
'Taiu't his fault, be jass
own way.
And he went dowu the hall leaviug
cain't help bollerin' an' cussin' if any- the reverberations of his hilarity liebody 'pose him. But Mist' Vânrevel hind him. The purpose of his visit had
he jass as suvvige, but be stay cole, been effected, for when .Miss liettj apw'ich mnke yo' pa all de botter. He peared upon the horse block in her
green habit aud gauntlets she was » lullrmm
xrc—ι ing, so that only a woman—or a wise

happy hours,

Lie uuiuuieu Uil UIU

in' out in de st.ι hie au' git tiowu on mj
knees an' retu'n thanksglvlu' to d<
good God 'case be hole t'a re we street
in de daliknes.» las' u!g!it!"
Thie was the speech lie chose for lib
exit, but after closing the door behind
bim be opened it again and said cheer

hole it up

dey

"lluncy, luit i/o' /<« de 'ccivlii'ilcMt viitn !

"

who had looked so ashamed last night.
What feud could they make over him.
of all people in the world? He looked
strong enough t » take care of his own
quarrels, even If he was so rigorously
bound by Fanehon's aprou string when
it came to a word with another girl.
But the conclusion that her father
had l»ecn iu error did not lessen the

boiler mighty strong, missy, an' some
de back ranks 'gun snlckerln' at him.
Ubub! Ile fa'r jump, lie did. Au' den
blmeby Mist' Vanrevel be say dut no
man ougbter be given de pilverlge to
erence to his master's eccentricity ot
temper. At first he chuckled softly, sell anotber tier to wollop biiu wid α
of tlie solitary figure
but at the iinal iteration of "Chain de blacksiiake, whether be 'buse dat pit· pathetic appeal
facing tin» ridicule of tin* crowd. Slit·
lion down" burst into outright laugh- verlge er not. 'My hocabul 'pone ut,*
felt that he always honestly believed
s'a be, 'Mist' Cure we, rep'seut In bister.
She knew thai
Iiiuiself in the rijrlit.
class
slave
ownin'
'rlstocratic
self
de
"but
he
exclaimed,
"Honey, my Law',"
he was vain; that he had un almost
an'
be
in
de
nawf
live
do'
yo' pa de 'ceivin'dest man! He mighty er de souf,
monstrous conception of his dignity,
'ploy free lal>or. Yit it eca'sely to be and
proud er you!"
realizing the bitterness of that pub"Proud of me!" She turned to him b'lieve dat any er you would willln'ly
lic humiliation which he had uudertrus' blm wid de powab er life an*
in astonishment.
gone she understood the wruth. the imNelson's laughter increased. "Hain't death ovah yo' own cbilluii. w'icli is Klteukabic p:iin ami sense of outrage
slave
de
ownab
what
p'sess.'
man?
Vlrcbously
'ceivin'dest
Yessuh,
be jass de
which must have possessed him.
"MiS3y, you Jass ougbter see yo' pa
he de sot uppest man in dis town
And now she was lotting him go
de
an'
dance
de
in
face
lie
blue
den!
'count what you doue last night. What
forth upon a journey, his way beset
bis
leave
He
on
de
boa'ds.
quadrille
he say dis inawu', dat Jass his way!"
with the chances of illness nml accicha'h, git up an' run 'cross to de odder
"Ah. no!" said Miss Betty sadly.
whence he might never return.
dent,
lis'
He proud er you, but he side de platfawm an' shake be
"Yes'm!
She was iettirg hiiu go without seeing
He hain't ovah dat man's bead an* screech out him
teahbul mad at dat man.
again, letting him go with no word
mad at you, but he gotter cuss some- how it all lies dat de slaves evab 'eeive of farewell from ids daughter.
In
all lies, yo* pu'·
body. Jass reach out fo' de nighes' be sicli treatments. 'I)at
brief, she was a wicked girl. She
misahul
be
'All
huiler.
lies,
you
it
an'
mawn'
dis
kin lay ban's ou,
hap- jub!'
turned the colt's head abruptly to the
Uhuh! thief!' he holler. 'All lies, an' yo' know west and touched his flanks with her
pen soze It were you, honey.
an*
scoun'le!'
bawn
slandali'
low
You oughtcr beam him las' night when It, yo'
whlp.
"An' wid dat Mist' Vanrevel he lafl
he come home. Den It were me.' Bless
So it fell out that as tli*.» packet
God, I ain't keerin'. Ile weren't mad In yo' pa face an' tuhn to de crowd, he foamed its passage backward from
at me, no mo'n he were at you. He did, an' say, 'You reckon dat if dish farewe's wharf into the current the
yuh man a slave ownah an' a slave bad owner of the boat, standing upon the
Jass mad."
him
Miss Betty looked at the old fellow anguhed him as I have auguhed
hurricane deck, heard a cry from the
does any er you b'lieve dat
keenly. He remained, however, ap- tonight,
shore and turned to liehold hi* daughan'
ter dash down to the very end of the
parently unconscious of her scrutiny dat slave wouldn' be tied up den whipsole
and occupied himself with preparations ped tell de blood run an'
wharf on the well lathered colt.
down de rlvuh tomorrer?'
for removing the tray.
Betty's hair was blown about her face,
"Well, sub, 'co'se mos' on 'em b'lieve her cheeks were rosy, her easier eyes
"Nelson, what Is the quarrel between
same as yo' pa, but dat sutnev fotch
sparkling from more than the hard ridmy father and Mr. Vanrevel?"
an' wiu de debate, 'case dey jass
He had lifted the tray, but set It 'em,
ing.
back au' roah, dey did,
down precipitately, bending upon her natchully lay
"Papa." she cried, "I'm sorry!"
missy. Dey laCT au' stomp au' holler
She leaned forward out of the saddle
a surprised and sobered countenance.
tell you could 'a' beam 'em a mild away. extending her arms to him appealing'.,'
"Missy," he said gravely, "dey big
An', honey, yo' pa'd a mlllyum times In a charming gesture and. absolute!.'
trouble 'twlx dem two."
druther Mist' Vanrevel a kilt him dan
Ignoring the idlers on the wharf am'
"I know," she returned quietly.
Iie'd shoot a
tubn de la ft 011 him.
the passengers on the steamer, wa*
"What is it?"
man, honey, ef he Jass s'piclon him to singly Intent upon the tall figure on
"Wha' fo' you ax me, missy?"
grin out de cornder bis eye at him, au' the hurricane deck. "Papa, good by
can
I
one
the
ouly
"Because you're
to stan' up dab wid de whole county Please forgive me!"
nsk. I don't know any one here well fa'r roahlu' at
liim—it's de (Jod's
"By the Almighty, but that's a fin<
enough except you."
mussy he didn' have no ahms wid him woman!" said the captain of the boat
Nelson's lips puckered solemnly. dat night. Ole Mist' Chen'eth done
to a passenger from Rouen. "Is shi
"Mist* Vanrevel vote Whig, but he
brung liim home, an* yo' pa reach out Ids daughter?"
Texas."
in
ag
an' kick me squab out'n' de liherry
•Please forgive me!" uie c.ear voice
"Well, what if he is?"
winder soon's he ketch sight er me."
Texas."
came again, with ils quaver of enfo'
"Yo' pa mighty strong
The old man's gravity gave way to
treaty. at·.· >ss the widening water, and
"Is that all?"
bis enjoyment of the recollection, and
1
!e ro sig·: by
then as .Mr. t i.cwe
"Xo'm, dat aiu't hardly de begiuuin'. he threw back his head to laugh.
"lie
word or movement of Lc.iiiug iiOi· and
Mist' Vanrevel he α ab'lltloulst"
ho!
Uhuli! IIo, ho,
sho' did, honey!
stood without the sl.'g!:tesi alteration
"Well? Won't you tell me?"
Ile sho' did, honey; be sho' did!"*
of ids attitude she cried to him ouce
"IIjuoj, foiks roiiu" lieab mos' on 'em
Aevenuein», un uc uncu uju huj
more:
like Mist' Vanrevel so well dey aiu't
a^nin and crossed the room to go. Lis
"(toodby !"
solemnity returned. "Missy." he said
The paddle wheels reversed, the boat
earnestly, "ef dnt young gelmuu fall
swung down the river, Mr. Carewe still
In love wid you, w'lcb I knows he will
standing immovable on the hurricane
lemme
er
he
ketch
ef
say
sight
you,
deck, while to the gaze of those on the
dis, an' please fo' to ba'h In mine—tet- steamer the ligure on the bay colt at
be
ter have nuttin' do wld him 'tall fo*
the end of the wharf began to grow
own sake, an' 'l»ove all keep him fur
a
smaller and smaller. She was waving
'way f uni dose p'emises. Don* let him her hhndkerchlef In farewell, and they
eome in a mild er dis house."
could sec the little white speck in the
"Nelson, was that all the quarrel betime
distance, dimmer and dimmer, yet fluta
tween them?"
tering still as they passed out of sight
"Blessed muasy, aln' dut 'uou^h? Ef
we
a
the bend nearly three-quarters of
ago.
round
dey's any mo' I aln' hearn what dat a mile below.
to
use or
part were," he answered quickly, but
with a dogged tightening of the Hps
ΓΗΑΓΤΕΚ IX.
in
which convinced Miss Betty that he
never forgot lier first
and
but the above
T5· U-TTY
knew very well.
Hlffht of the old friend of her
(
of
it?"
was
the
rest
what
"Nelson,
are
family. Returning with a sad
"Please, missy, I got pack yo' pa
heart, she was walking the
in connec- trunk, an' It time long ago fer me to
so
colt slowly thrarg!: 'lie carriage gites
be ut my wu'k." lie was half out of
when an ext;\iv i>'t >»t lady in
the door.
with huge red
gmm muslin, illustrated
are
"What was the rest of it?" she reflowers. ci':i:e out upon the porch and

SUfED mi UFE"
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peated quietly.
"Now, honey," he returned, with a
deprecatory shake of his head, "I got

my own wu'k 'tend to, an' I ain't
nevah ax nobody what 'twas, an' I
ain't goin' ax 'em. An' lemuie Jiiss beg
you foller de oie man's advice. You
do de same, 'case nobody ain't goin'
tell you. All I know is dat it come
later and were somep'n 'bout dat rlprarin Cralley Gray. Yo' pa he sent a
cbannelge to Mist' Vaurevel, an' Mist'
Vaurevel 'fuse to light him 'case he

say he don' b'lieve shootin* yo' pa goin'
do yo' pa any good, an' be still got
hope mekkin' good citizen outer him.

Dat bruug de laff ou yo' pa ag in, au'
he 'clare to God ef he ketch Vaurevel
on any grouu' er his'u be shoot him like
Ton my livin' soul, he
a mad dog.
mean deui wuds, missy! Dey had hard
'nough time las' night kcepln' him fuui
tcabin' dat man to pieces at de flab.
You mus' keep dat young gelmuu 'way
fum lieub!"
"He came home with me last night,
Nelson. I told father so."
"Yee'm. Yo' pa tole me you say dat,
but be reckou you done it to mek him
madder, 'case you mad too. He say

be done see dat Cralley Qray comin'
'long de hedge wld you."
"He was mistaken. It was Mr. Van-

revel."

Nelson rolled bis eyes fervently to
"Den dat young man run
beaven.
pintedly on be death! Ef you want
keep us all dis side er de Jawdan rivuh
don' let him set'foot in dis neigh bo'An',
hood when yo' pa come back!
honey"—bis voice sank to a penetrating
whisper—" 'fo* I do a lick er wu'k I go-

No Yellow

Specks,

No lamps of alkali, are
left In the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.

Royal should take the
place of cream of tar-

tar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.
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waved a fat arm to the girl. The visitor wore a dark green turbau and a
cashmere shawl, while the expanse of
her skirts was nothing short of magnificent. Some cathedral dome seemed
to have been misplaced and the lady
dropped Into it. Her outstretched bund
terrified Betty. IIow was she to approach near enough to take it?
Mrs. Tun berry was about sixty, looked forty, and at ttrst you might have
guessed she weighed nearly SOU, but
the lightness of her smile and the

actual buoyancy which she somehow
imparted to her whole dominion lessened that by at least a hundredweight.
She ballooned out to the horse block
with a billowy rush somewhere between bouu !ing and soaring, and Misa
Betty slid down from the colt, who
shied violently, to tind herself envelin spite of the dome, in a vast

oped,

surf of green and red muslin.
"My charming girl!" exclaimed the
lady vehemently in a voice of such
husky richness, of such merriment and
unction of delight, that It fell upon
Miss Betty's ear with more of the
quality of sheer gaycty than any she
"Beautiful child!
had ever heard.
Whut a beautiful child you are!"
She kis.-ed the girl resoundingly on
both cheeks, stepped back from her and
laughed and clapped her fat hands,
which were covered with flashing ring·.
"Oh. but you are a true blue beauty!
You're a princess! I am Mrs. Tanberry, Jane Tatdierry. young Janie Tanberry. 1 haven't seen you since you
were a bab.v and your pretty mother

girl like lis!"
"You are so kind to come." said Betty hesitatingly. "I shall try to be very
obedient."
"Obedient!" Mrs. Tanberry uttered
"You'd be
the word with a shriek.
nothing of the kind. I am the light
minded est woman in the universe, and
any one who οΙη·}·«μΙ me would be embroiled in everlasting trouble every second In the day. You'll find that I am
was a

the one that needs lookiug after, my
charmer."
She tapped Miss Betty's check with
her jeweled lingers as the two mounted the veranda steps. "It will be worry enough for you to obey yourself. A
body sees that at the lirst blush. You
have conscience in your forehead and
rebellion in your chin.
lia, ha. hi!"
Here Mrs. Tanberry sat upon and obliterated a large chair, Miss Cure we
stool at her knee.
of our age oughtn't to be
There'll he
bothered with ol>eying.
time enough for that when we get old
and can't enjoy anything. Ha, lia!"
Mrs. Tanberry punctuated her observations with slurt volleys of hi'.:!cy
laughter, so ahrt'pt In both discharge

taking

a

"People

Π

Π

"My charming girl !"
and cessation that, until Miss Betty
became accustomed to the habit, she
was apt ta start slightly at each salvo.
"I had a husband—oliot·," the lady resumed. "but only once, my friend! He
had ideas I.Ice your father*»—your father is such au imbecile—and he

thought that wives, sisters, daughter*
and such like ought to be obedient—
that is, the rest of the world was wrong
unless it was right. and right was just
his own little teeny squecuy prejudices
and emulous dressed up for a crazy
masquerade as facts. Poor man! lie
lasted only about a year!" And Mm.

Tanherry laughed heartily.
"They've been at me time

and again
She lowered her
to take another."
voice ami liv.ned toward Hetty confidentially. "Not I! I'd be willing to

engage myself to Cralley Gray (thxigh
Cralley hasn't got rouud to me yet), for
I don't mind Just being engaged, my
dear, but they'll have to invent something better than a man before I marry
auy one of 'em ugain! Kut I love 'em,
1 do, the cha'uing Billies! And you'll
She patted
see how they follow me!"
the girl's shoulder, her small eye*
beaming quizzically. "We'll have the
gayest house in Uoucn, ladybird! The
but
youtig men all go to the Bareauds",
they'll couie here now, and we'll have
I've
the Batvuud* along with 'cm.
been away a long time; ju.-.t Ûnisbed
unpacking yesterday night when your

Whoo!
father caiue in at .or the tire.
What a state he was in, wi,u that teuihim up when
I
pper of Ids! l'idu't snap
he asked me to cjtue and stay with
youV lia, ha! I'd have come even if
but I was
you hadn't been beautiful,
wild to Ite your playmate, for I'd heard
nothing but 'Miss Betty t'arewe, Miss
Betty Carewe,' front everybody I saw
since the minute my stage came in.
You set 'em aii mad at your ball, and
.1 knew we'd make α glorious houseful,
will
you and I! So.iie of t:io vagabonds
turn up this very evening, you'll see
if they don't, lia, ha! The way they
follow me!"
Mrs. Tanberry was irresistible. She
tilled the whole place otherwise than
by the mere material volumiuousues*
of her, bubbling over with froth of

nonsense which Hew through the house,
driven by her energy, like sea foam on
a spring gaie, and the day, so discordantly begun for Miss Betty, grew musical with her owu laughter, answerlug the husky staccato of the vivacious
Nelson waited upon them
newcomer.
at table, radiant, his smile like the
kevlnard of an ebony piano, and his
disapiiearaiiros into the kitchen were
accomplished by means of a surreptitious doubie shuttle and followed by
the cachinnating echoes of the vain
Mamie's re:*e|;tiou of the visitor's sallies. which Nelson hastily retailed In

passing.

fro

ooimxiro.]

Juatlcr

α

Device.

It is universally conceded that nothing short of divine Justice can measure
the intrinsic guilt of any action or
administer punishment which aha 11 be
exactly commensurate to the crim·.
What we call Justice ia In fact a very
rude device which finds Its Justification
In the necessity to protect society.—

Cincinnati Enquirer.
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TEE OXFORD BEARS

dioghten were born in this
March 10, one to the wife of
vicinity
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Fred Scott on Curtis Bill, the other to
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Wood.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mrs. Wood have named their little girl,
Gertrude Berle. Mrs. John Curtis of
Two little
on

Parte HIIL

Baptist Church, Re τ. Β. Ο. Taj lor, p&etor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:4β A. M. Sunday
School at 12 ML Sabbath Evening Service at
7 30 r. M. T. P. 8. C. K. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at ? 30. CoveΠ ml

nant Meeting the last Frl-'ay Before the lat
Sunday of the month at 2 SO r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Cnlversa'lsi Churrh.
Sunday School every
Sunday at lo.tfa. M.

Tbbmb —$1 JO m year If paid strictly In ad ranee.
Otherwise 99.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».

West Sumner is staying with her daughter, Mrs. Wood.
Mrs. S. N. Young is quite sick, but is
eomewhat improved-at this writing. Her
daughter, Miss Lillian Young, of Haverhill, Mass., is here for a while.
Miss Mabel £. Richer is visiting her
sunt, Mrs. Horace Andrews, at Bethel.
Mr. Samuel W. Dunham is having a
Stella Churchill is
run of pneumonia.
working for Mrs. Dunham.
Mrs. Ε. E.· Tuell and children have
West
been visiting her relatives in
Sumner.
Mrs. Frank Ford of Portland has been
her mother, Mr*. Elisha M.

Faustena Hammond visited two day»
last week at Frank Bennett'·. May Bennett has received quite recently a presShe is
ent of a very nice Poole piano.
<n.
taking lessons of Mrs. Tenfold at South
steam
fast
—New
Job Puxtoo
presses,
visiting
type,
Parie, who is a very âne teacher.
power, experience*! workmen an«l low prices
A very pleasant evening was spent Emery.
combine to make this department of oar butiThe Wednesday Club will meet this
last
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rjerson
ne·· complete and popular.
with Mrs. C. H. Bates.
Tuesday. Those present were Mr. and week
W. H. Emery is visiting his brother in
Mrs. L. K. Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Albion
Coming; Event*.
Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Hammond, Bethel.
Mrs. S. K. Estes has been in poor
Mr. and Mrs. Austin P. Stearns, Mrs.
this winter.
April 3.—Oxford He nun a Grange, South Paris. Fannie Whitman. Mrs. Ryerson enter- health
Miss Minnie E. Stevens of Trap Corner
tained with their phonograph, and a nice
for the presADVKKT1SKXENTS.
NKW
treat, and a good social time was enjoy- has given up dressmaking
ed. These gatherings have been quite ent.
Mrs. Myron Roberts and little child
c rash Sews.
numerous this winter, and the more the
from Norway recently visited her sister,
Dote Collar· Market Free.
better.
Clothes.
Bovlsh Boys Demand Proper
Mr. Roberts was here
Mrs. J. C. Cummings returned home Mrs. Àlden Day.
Ο. K. Plows.
Salesmen Wanted.
after spending the winter a part of the time.
Tuesday,
Granite Chapter, O. E. S., are planTransportation—Town of Paris.
away, visiting Philadelphia, New York,
Annual Mertln* People's Water Co.
ning for an entertainment and supper
and other places.
Notice to Doft Owners.
are in progress for a
Mrs. Lydia Hammond and Addie Parlin soon. Rehearsals
Jerusha's Quilting
Maine News Notes.
returned home Thursday, after spending farce entitled Aunt
Party.
must of the winter with Mr. and Mrs. O.
L. F. Willis is having a rent finished
E. Curtis at Kennebuuk, Me. Mrs. HamThe most distinguished Memorial day mond was in Boston about two weeks.
in his shop above hie house. Mr. Libby
the work
orator yet announced for Maine is Gen.
Mrs. George A. Jackson and little of Norway is doing
O. O. Howard wl}o will be the speaker at Albert, ami Jessie,
Look in next week's items for the anthe day Thursspent
nouncement of the "Left Hand Social"
Togus. And what a welcome the old day at 11. P. Hammond's.
Aid of the
veterans will have for the last surviving
The Universaliet Ladies' Sewing Cir- to be held by the Ladies'
division commander of the Union army! cle will meet with Mrs. H. P. Hammond Methodist church on the evening of
March 27tb at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dolly Decrow, aged 92 and the Thursday afternoon at 2:30. A cordial
Howard Lane.
C.
is
extended.
of
town
Camden,
the
invitation
in
oldest person
Seward Stearns is home from Boston
was burned to death in her home WedGreenwood.
nesday night. Her clothing caught tire for a few days.
Divers letters and papers have been
Newton Cummings was at home from
from a spark while sitting alone beside
received during the past week, a few of
the fireplace. She was heard to fall to Portland over Sunday.
notice. The first
Ernest Shaw was in Lewiston Thurs- which we will here
the tloor by her son, who was in another
was a typewritten letter, accompanied
entered day on business.
part of the house, and when he
disjar vis M. Thayer started Monday by several papers from a western
the room her clothing was all in fiantes.
their severShe was so badly burned death followed morning for a trip of a week or two to tilling company, describing
time
same
at
the
and
Connecticut, New York and New Jersey. al kinds of liquors
in an hour.
for the same.
Miss Mary Pierce is with friends at soliciting our patronage
su tiered the most disastrous
the company proBridgton
West brook Seminary for a few days, at- To show how liberal
tire in many years early Thursday mornpose to be we will copy the first paratending the senior reception.
out the ading, when six of the town's principal
The Universalist ladies have decided graph of the letter, leaving
buildings, situated on Post Office Square, to hold a ''College Bazaar" at Academy dress: "We are enclosing you a certifiAU six buildings were
of anything yon
were destroyed.
Hall some time during the month of July j cate, good for one quart
or
burned to the ground ami two others with the
comm'ttees:
may select of whiskey, brandy, gin
following
exif sent with an order for one
caught tire, but the fiâmes were
General Committee and Mecoratlon—Mr* E. wine, free,
of
kind
hardest
At first wo
tinguished. Only the
H. Jarkeon, M!;s Uiorgla I'erham, Mrs. (>. A. gallon or more of whiskey."
work by the firemen saved the whole Maxim.
were inclined to take the letter as an inCommittee—Mrs. C. A. Knickerlosers
Receiving
heaviest
The
after due
from
but
as
such,
sult and let it pass
going.
square
bocker. Miss Frances Pertiaiu, Miss 1'ersis X.
are: Knights of Pythias building, fittings An !r*ws.
consideration we replied to it in this
Entertainment— Mr*. H W. Lyon, Mrs. E. G. manner, omitting the address as before:
and regalia, $»'>.00<); M. B. Cook, boot
and shoe store, ?3,100; P. P. Beunett, Harlow. Mr*. Ueo. M. Atwood.
Your letters and papers describing the
Kane ν Table—Miss Marv Pierce. Miss Ruth
itf.ilUO; Crosby Bros., S2.300; F.
■Stearns M!*« Margant Stearns, Mise Helen several kinds of liquors which you distill,
(iibbs, h>ots and shoes. 92,000; Giles O. «Ve. Miss M-lion Hal'ett. Ml·· Julia Carter, together with the price of each kind,
Miss Dorothea Carter, Mis» Mary Case, Mies
and at the same time asking ray patronBailey, ?1*«00. Smaller losses to build- Adelaide
Case
ings and stock were sustained by Dr. W.
Miscellaneous Table—Mrs. H. L. Scrlbner, age for the same, were duly received,
Miss
L. Haskell, dentist; the Dr. X. P. Pot- Mrs Sidney Thayer Mrs. Ernest Shaw.
and since a reply seems to be in ordei
\ugusta Hammond, Mrs. M. P. Shaw, Miss Mary
ter estate; the Pythian Sisterhood; II
will say that as I have lived more than
Sew«'l·.
A.
(J. Larrabee, Frank Staley, E. A. LitMaud Newell, Misses 75 years without drinking the first drop
randv Table—Miss
The
Wllmt
Rubin*
t efield and Mrs. Mildred Burnham.
Josephine Cole. Kausle Hammond.
of any kind of distilled liquor as a
son. Mar Bennett. I aura Cole, Susie Chase, Ada
total loss is over $30,000.
beverage: and furthermore since mj
Thayer, Thais Cummings.
J.
health has always been such as never tc
Children's Corner—Mrs. John Pierre. Mrs
Paul D. Sargent, state commissioner of
Κ Cole, Miss Jeinnle Hubbard, Miss Mary
the aid of a physician in a singlt
arof
require
work
the
with
is
busy
highways,
Mel'en
I am inclined to the opinior
Food Table—Mrs. A. P. Stearns. Mrs. A. M. instance,
ranging the details of the road meetings
Mrs. Harry Co'e, that it would be better uot to indulge at
which will be held with the county com- Rverson Mrs.A Albion Abbott,
bbott.
Μ "β. Gilbert
this late day: and trust therefore yon
missioners of the different counties of
Ice Cream Table— Mrs. O. A.Thayer, Mrs. II.
will excuse me for not becoming you)
the Mate, and which will commence in R. Hubbard. Mrs. W. H. Cummings, Mrs. H. P.
Hammond, Mrs. Will Parlln, Mrs. Β. E. Cum- patron. Wishing you success in youi
April. These meetings are to be held mtauti
business, so far as it is a benefit to th<
under the provisions of a law which was
Egyptian Booth in charge of Mbs Anes ta
general public, and no further, I remair
enacted by the last legislature, which Kâfinian.
vours. etc.
provides that the commissioner "shall
The next letter to notice was from th(
Bryant's Pond.
hold each year, under the auspices of
Mr. Thomas J. Andrews, who suffered Spokane Chamber of Commerce, anr
the county commissioners, a meeting in
here is its contents except the address
each county for open discussion of ques- a partial shock last week, has been mov"We take pleasure in forwarding to youi
tions relating to the building and main- ed to Orin Sanborn's.
Mell Abh'itt, who recently sold his address under separate cover a booklft
taining of public ways, of which due
of the state of Washingtor
notice shall be given to the towns and property in Milton, will have an auction descriptive
and its resources. This booklet will giv<
cities in each county by the said county to dispose of personal property March
;
you a general idea of the state as
commissioners." The object of these 20th.
Miss Mamie Stevens has returned from whole, and the main features of eacl
meetings is to get at the fundamental
de
countv. Our climate is especially
principles of road building, and as they a visit to Mrs. John Welch at Rumford sirable where the four seasons
are mark
will bring together the best authorities Falls.
Pearl Wilson was badly injured while ed as zero weather is seldom touched in
on such matters in the state, it can be
winter. We are confident that yoi
easily seen that they will prove of much working in the woods Monday. Ilis jaw would
enjoy a change to this section."
was broken and several teeth knocked
value.
The booklet, above referred to, is
out.
Howard O. Emery and wife of Port- large pamphlet of more than 250 pages
County Committee Organized.
and gives information on everything per
The Republican County Committee land are visiting Horace Noves.
Frank Stevens and family, who have taining to the state, including a large anc
for Oxford County met at the court
Tlx
of the same
house last Wednesday and organized by been employed at the Glen Mt. House finely executed map
some of the officers there are
the choice of Dr. H. L. Bartlett of Nor- the past year, have returned to their fact is,
former Oxford bears; and knowing tlx
way as chairman and II. C Dunton of home in Andover.
Cole & Littletield have recently pur- superior resources of that state, as com
Kumford Falls secretary. To till the
a
h. p. gasoline engine for their j pared to ours, they are trying to induc<
vacancy caused by the death of Hon. chased 20
as many good people and no others t<
since
the
mill
at North Woodstock.
Lovell
of
K.
Stearns
Joseph
W. C. Brooks of South Paris is clerk- come out and settle there.
committee was chosen at the last county
I And now for a few lines of tragic hie
convention, G. W. Walker of Lovell was ing at the hotel.
Mrs. Emma Estes of Portlaud was in tory, as obtained by letters from Albany
chosen. The surviving members of the
West Bethel, it being nothing les;
committee were all present except Mr. town last week visiting at several places. and
Mr. Alexander Day, who was reported ! than the cold blouoded murder of Henrj
Dunton, who was detained at home by
of Fort Fairfield,
illness. It was decided to ask Hon. seriously ill last week, passed away !1 A. Jackson, formerly
J
John P. Swasey to preside at the county March 12th. He was the youngest of a Aroostook Co., and a brother of Mrs.
of Albany. He was a mar
convention, but the date for the conven- family of seveu, and was born in Wood- : W. Cummings
He leaves a wife of considerable propertv, and some year:
stock May l:J, 1S4S.
tion is not yet fixed.
The members of the County Com- and one son. His funeral was held Wed- ago sold his farm for $2000, and went tc
nesday at the I'niversalist church, Kev. Fresno, California, where he bought a
mittee are:
ranch near one owned by his brother
J. Π. Little of South Paris officiating.
Dr. H. L. Bartlett, Norway.
H. C. Dunton, Rum ford Fall*.
George A. England has returned to his and there erected a home. He employ
Charles H. Prince. Bucktleld.
ed two laborers, and one evening whilt
cottage at the head of the lake.
B. A. Swasey, W««t Peru.
Wm. K. Hauling has moved from Hum- sitting in his house he was shot througl
X F Brown Bethel.
ford back to his old home in Syeotch a window, his money undoubtedly beinfj
F. II Bart'ett. East Stonebam.
G. W Wa'ker, I.ovell.
now occupied by his son, D. B. Harding. the cause of the murder, and his em
ployes are supposed to have been the
Town Elections.
Andover.
men who committed the foul deed. Thej
Married in Andover at the home of carried his body some distance anc
buco'Iklu.
N'eal W. Bodwell, Feb. 22, by Kev. Mr. buried it in a deep hole, where it reModerator, 'Γ. S. Brldgham.
Samuel Holden. Mr. W. E. Smith and j ma>ned several days before it was found
Clerk, Alfred Cole.
Mrs. Gertrude Clark, both of Portland. IIow much money they obtained is nul
Selectmen. H. K. Irish, W. II. Irish, J. M
their known, but it is said that he deposited
invited
The band "fellows"
Ml'lett.
Treasurer. T. 9. Brldgham.
wives to a social at their band room ; $SOO in the bank but a short time befort
S.
Τ
BrMgham.
Collector,
Saturday evening. Games were played the fatal shot was fired. The murdei
S. S. Committee. J. Ε Warren
Ice cream was committed in January, since whict
Road Commissioners, X. K. Bessey, I·. S. and a good time followed.
Turner.
Chas. W. Bur- I time nothing more has been heard bv
and cake were served.
Total amount of appropriations, #»ί,347.1$.
ditt of Kumford Fal's and lady were his folks here. Mr. Jackson was 5i
rsKu.
years old and never was married.
present.
Moderator, Ο C Hopkins.
Mr. Barnett and wife of Paris came uf
Arthur Clark has returned from ProviClerk. W. S. Arnold.
where he visited his father, who on a visit to her folks and returned Wed
Selectmen, A. S. Holman, J. W. Uowell, A. R. dence,
is ill.
nesday, making a short call at the Ben
MclnUre.
Mr. Barnett in
Treasurer. H. R Robinson
Bert Hanson, who has gone to the nett place on the way.
W
3. Arnold.
Collector,
hospital for treatment for appendicitis, formed us that they had engaged to rur
S. 8. Committee, O. L. Knight
farm during the en; the Oxford town
is doing nicely.
Road Commissioner, S. A. GeUh.il.
Total amount ot appropriation.·!,
All present at town meeting seemed suing year.
Are we to have the proverbial sii
satistied with the way the money was
LINCOLN PLANTATION.
weeks sledding in this month of March!
voted.
Moderator, W. II. Hail
W
Klokett.
Clerk, H.
The ho k and ladder company held Four degrees below zero this Thursday
Assessors, Lewis Olson, E. 9. Bennett, C. Τ
their quarterly meeting March 5th. The morning, and now snowing as if it meant
Fox.
ladies of Ellis Glen Assembly were in- busiuess.
Treasurer. D. C. Bennett.
Collector, V K. Bennett.
Born, in Greenwood, March 16, to the
vited and a jolly time they had. Danc9. S. Committee, D. C. Bennett, B. S. Bennett,
ing was indulged in after a light lunch wife of liawson Martin, a son. No. 4,
A W Hart
I two of each kind.
Superintendent of Schools. Mrs. L. B. Bennett. was served.
Road Commissioner, W. H. Hart.
Many are sick with colds at this time.
ta se neoron.
Mabel Foye were
The remains of
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Tbe changes in the weather have
brought here for burial last Friday.
Time, 1st Tuesday in April, Place, Charles Foye and Ida Blanchard, brother brought much sickness in the place.
South Paris. Program:
Charles Hersey of North Auburn
and sister of the deceased, came from
Choir. Massachusetts to attend the funer.il. while boarding with his sister, Mrs.
Music,
Report of granges
John
Rev. Mr. Hannafonl of the Falls offiici·
Harper, was taken very ill and
Conferring 3th degree.
! lived but one week. He was an un
ated.
Woman's half hour.
Wm. (iregg,'with his new gasoline usually smart young man of 21 yean
guesUon.*'How can we do awav with the un.
necessarv expense which aecurs w.th the
is doing lots of work sawing wood and 10 months. He bad been at work
graduation of the high school cla*es, and engine,
He sawed six cords in for Ë. Conant on wood and found nothlesson the burden for parents or limited in the village.
means? Opened by a member of Pari*
ing he left for want of strength, but alsixty-five minutes.
G range.
Miss Etta Howe of Hanover has a class ways conquered his work. He lived
Intermission.
of twelve scholars in music in town.
{ only one week in the most intense sufferr x.
His parents were with him, bul
Barton £ Farrington of East Andovor i ing.
have their birch all landed in the mill nothing could save his life. He was ai
Cora Lurvey
Reading,
son.
Four sisters survive. Twc
Κ Κ liltcliln*». Stale Kntoiii.iknrNt yard, and will begin sawing at soon as only
A'Mr» ·»».
V*· S. Hike. there is sufficient water.
I sisters passed away a few years since.
Sooit,
Entert îlnment of one-half h >ur.
J. Lyman Kipley bas gone to Portland : The remains weie taken to his home for
Parle C range In charge of licturer.
funeral services. They have the sym·
Sister Orra Ktrd. for treatment.
Song,
Thanks to your Greenwood corre- I pathy of all.
Question, Can any feed be u*e<l In dairying at a
a
lack
of
to
pasturing, spondent for his prompt reply to my
>iu|>plcnirnt
profit,
Mrs. Salioa (Staples) Young died Feb.
and if eo what? Opened by U. 1>. Ham
mond.
question
j 2$. The funeral services were March
Her husband passed away a num
Sec.
ber of years since, and she has always
Oxford.
I
Resolutions
Hcv. Mr. Newport has been ill, un- lived in the old home with the oldest
! son
James and wife have taken watch
of Bucktield Grange. No. 4;J8.
able to hold services on Sunday.
;
Whereas. Our Heavenly Father in his
Rev. Mr. Hewett of Mechanic Falls ful care of her since she fell some time
divine wisdom ha& seen tit to remove preached at the M. E. church Sunday I since. She leaves two sons and one
daughter and very many friends.
from the associations of this life our morning.
1
Charles Harper is passing his vacation
honored ami respected brother, I. W.
Washingtou Dean, an old resident,
Shaw. Therefore be it
died at his home at East Oxford last with his brother, John Harper.

ADTBBT1BBMBKTS:— AU leral advertisement·
aie iclTen thrw connective Insertions for ·1 JO
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
marie with local, transient and yearly advertls-

j

j

j

12d.

Resolved, That our hearts go oat in
sincere and loving sympathy to the sorrowing relatives and friends of our
brother, especially to the wife and children in this their great bereavement, and
we would commend them to the care of
our Heavenly Father, who alone can !
comfort and sustain them, and may they
be enabled to look forward with joy to
the glad reunion in that Heavenly home,
where there is no more parting forever.
Resolved, That our charter be drapei
for thirty days, that a copy of these !
résolutions be sent to his family tiiat
they be spread upon our records' and j
published in the Oxford Democrat and
Lewieton Journal.
Saimk A. Thok.nk, ) Committee
on
;
Cynthia Libby,
Josie C. Cole,
) Resolutions. I

lived alone and was found
Mason.
bed and died soon after.
Arthur Davis died at Welchville. His
Austin Hutchinson was in town tbe
funeral was held on Friday, Rev. Mr. 12th.
Newport officiating.
A. E. Tyler bought some calves ol
Mrs. F. X. Barker and daughters of Austin Hutchinson.
visited
her
Mr.
A.
J.
father,
Norway
Maurice Tyler is at home from Bethel,
Holden, last vreek.
where he is at work in the mill for I. S.
Mrs. Shanoou, who haw been visiting Morrill; had to shut down on account ol
Mr. and Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher, has returned water.
George Bennett came with him.
to her home in Worcester, Mass.
E. P. Phitbrook is at work for A. E.
Miss Bessie Newport ha3 returned
Tyler doing some carpenter work.
from her trip to Washington. Mis: Ρ irJ. M. Ph.lbrook was in town tbe 14tb
kius stopped in Cambridge, Mass., with
looking after oxen.
friends.
Myron Morrill has a yearling steer he
The Congregatiooalist Ladies1 Circle harnesses to the
eleigh and goes to ride
met on Thursday at the chapel.
with the children almost every day.
Linneus Millett is quite sick.
Jim Weetleigh is at work for E. C.
Mrs. Ernest Hall and little daughter Uhlman
cutting cord wood.
Virginia of Augusta, are visiting her
! father, Mr. C. S. Hayes.
Wilson's Mills.
!
Mrs. C. S. Hayes is visiting her chilJohn N. Fickett, who died at the home
dren in Baltimore.
Married in Solon, March 14, by Rev. of his sister, Mrs. David York, at Bethel,
Arthur Callahan, Mr. Lincoln Chaplin was brought here for burial in the famiand Mrs. Millie Barnes, both of Oxford. ly lot Saturday, March 10th. Deoeaaed
Howard Holmes and Martin Record was the only son of Nelson Pickett, one
of Auburn were here to see Mrs. Record, of the early pioneers of tbe Magalloway,
who ia quite sick.
and lived on the farm, now divided,
Mrs. Lucy Thorns has had a pension owned and oooupied by D. C. and H. G.
Bennett.
granted.
■

Delia Bearce Second Victim.
Miss Delia Bearce of Hebron died in
the hospital in Milford, Mass., Wednesday morning, being the second victim of
the epidemic of typhoid fever of which
her sister, Miss Mabel Bearce, was the
tint. The other girls who were ill with
the disease, most of whom were from
Maine homes, are In a fair way to réMiss

nover.

week.

helpless

He
in

BockJMd.

Wm. Cushman hu been in town and
gone to Pari· to attend court. We a hall
expect some grave decision*.

T. JI. Lunt aold a nice horse, and
Henry Parsona and Stanley Benson one

each.

Walter Richer returned from hia home

at Sabattns Friday.
Mrs. Murch has been spending the
weeh in Boston selecting her spring
stock of millinery.
Rosalvo Crockett has the oontract to
unload the mill feed cars.
Mrs. Emma Jewett, who has been quite
ill, is improving. Mrs. Davee is caring
for her.
Hamden Allen, over 80 years of age.
lost his hone, and his neighbor, Rev. A.
W. Pottle, let him take Els horse to keep
Mr. Allen took
aud get up his wood
such small loads that Mr. Pottle, who
combines faith and works in his creed,
became impatient and went to work him-

self, and

soon

had the job

completed.

That's the kind of a neighbor to have.
A very fine time was reported by Buckfield Grange on their visit to Union
Grange of Bast Sumner on March 10th.
Your correspondent and wife were kept
Mr. and Mrs. A.
at home by sickness.
P. Tilton of Auburn came up, and met
at the grange many of their old schoolRemates and friends of their youth.
turning to Buckfield they stopped over
Sunday with their parents.
Thanks to my friends who have called
on me while ill.
Tee, and I had flowers
from the city. What do you think of

that?
Mrs. Ellis Marston and Master Earl of
Auburn have recently visited their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish.
Maud Bridgham, one of Auburn's
teachers, is a guest of her sister, Mrs.
Fred Reoord.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Cole have recently visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Cole.
Misses Georgia and Laura Dean have
exchanged places with Ernest Damon,
he taking what is known as the Robinson Dean farm, and they take his stand
in the village.
Hiram.
On

Saturday,

the

10th,

our

community

saddened by the sudden death of
Mrs. Abb.v, wife of James Evans, Esq.
She had been out of health some time
but her death at this time was not expected. Her age was about 05 years.
She was an estimable lady, loyal to home
aod friends and to duty in all its forms.
She had long been a member of the ConThe Pythian Sisgregational church.
terhood attended the funeral informally.
that Mrs. Martha
to
learn
We are sorry
Gilpatrick, who has her foot amputated
for gangrene, now has a renewal of the
disease.
Mrs. Silas B. Durgin is in very poor
health.
was

Denmark.
Mr. Geo. Whales ha» left the employ
of Mr. I. H. Berry aod has accepted a
position at Redstone quarry catting

stone.

Mr. Geo. A. Hill, who lately returned
home after serving four years in the U.
S. navy, as blacksmith on the Olympia,
has accepted a position at Redstone
quarry, New Hampshire, as sharpener,
and will move his family as soon as

possible.
It is reported

that Mr. Willard McKusick has hired the blacksmith shop
owned by Mr. I. H. Berry and will soon
move to that shop.
It is reported that Miss Florence M.
Jewett is to be superintendent of schools
in this town.
Hebron.

junior class entertainment and
banquet was given Saturday evening.
Tuesday evening there was a concert
The

by the Lotus Quartette of Lewiston.
Wednesday evening the basket ball

came between Hebron and the Guilford
High School boys was won by Hebron.
The funeral of Miss Mabel Bearce was
held at the home on Sunday afternoon
and was largely attended. News came
Wednesday of the death of her sister
Delia. The death of these two young
girls has been very sad and their mother
and the family have the deepest sympathy of the community.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant has gone to Dixtield for the remainder of the winter.

East Sumner.
Some three or four persons from this
place were in attendance at court at
Paris last week on the Woodman-Maxim
case.

Sumner has not yet secured a speaker
for Memorial Day, but is anxious to ûnd
some one for the occasion.
Palmer has a tine lot of souvenir cards
for sale.
Harold and Ray Keen, eons of Ezra
Keen, after helping get up their own
wood and cutting and getting out a lot
of birch, are now hauling wood for
Clarence Foeter, and hope to get about
fifty dollars to add to their bank account.
They go into the woods alone with a
heavy pair of hordes and aie doing a
good business although young. They
attended a ten weeks1 term of school
this winter, and have not seen many
idle days. They are little workers and
bound to win.

Newry.

Loggers who have much timber

to get
out of the woods are improving this
cold weather very thankfully.
J. S. Alien has four two-horse «earns
hauliug birch to H. F. Thurston's mill
and poplar to the river. Though there
is not much snow the roads are quite
good and another week will very nearly
finish the winter's contract with many.
Walter Powers goes to West Bethel
to-day (Friday) to move Mr. John Carlton, who has an engagement to tend
the ferry at that place for the coming

wwi
Ια AWmory of Jade· Ον. Α. WUsoa. though we veterana at tbla bar
ntthii
itanding mora alone In the performance
wu
Holt
of
Mise
fanerai
Don't
The
Emily
r»f our autiee than ever before?
leld at the home of her brother Satar- BEBVICKB OF THK BAB IS TÇB DOUBT we feel more sensibly that onr time la
flower·
of
a
wu
There
v
profusion
tay.
ON TUESDAY.
shortening, and that we too mar soon be
rom friends in Boston m testimonial·
called upon to lav down the Iabori of
if the esteem In which she was held by
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fruitage of the years of association at the
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Hon. George O. Bisbee then addressed
Port Hudson—known in history as
prize speaking contest and interest and on
the court as follows: My acquaintance
the "forlorn hope."
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year,
high school in this
Monday evening with E. C. Bowler, 1S64.
and village ([ was fourteen years old and I
moderator; G. R. Wiley, clerk; J. U. South Paris and opened a law office;
he has practiced his pro- think Judge Wilson thirteen at the
Purington, D. S. Hastings and W. O. for forty years
a conStraw were chosen assessors; Eben Kil- fession in this village and been
time,) and being the two youngest scholcollector. The appropriations spicuous figure, a strong and influential ars we were drawn together very closely,
born,
called for in the warrant were granted. man in the various walks of life, as citi- and as a boy I learned to like him.
Soon after, moving into a different
zen, town officer, lawyer, referee, judge
Brownfield.
of probate, and bank treasurer.
part of the county, I did not see my
Forty years of an active, busy life, is a friend again until I became a member
This week Monday the remains of Mr.
upon, of this bar at the December term, 1805.
Perley Linscott were brought here for long space of time t > look back
burial. He was a native of this town and consider its vicissitudes, its changes Then I found Judge Wilson a practicing
sorits
and
its
pleasures
The funeral was held at the Congrega- and variations,
attorney, and from the fact of our
tional church. He leaves a wife and one rows. He had seen nearly all the leaders earlier acquaintance and the additional
when he enter- fact that we had both participated in
eon, three brothers and two sisters to of the bar that were here
ed the arena, a young aod ambitious the Civil War, we were still closer
mourn his loss.
Mr. Reuben Linscott has bought the lawyer, pasj ou*· one by one till all had drawn together. From that time to the
Howard Moulton cottage and moved it gone, Walton, Virgin, Biack, Hammons, present I practiced with him not only
on his lot where the Pequawket House Hastings, Harlow, Ayer, Frye, Gibson, as a member of this bar but I met him
stood before the late Are in this village. Kimball and Andrews. He had seen a in various other official capacities.
For a long number of years Judge
Mr. and Mrs. H. Moulton of Boston younger generation come and many of
were

in town this week.

Dlckvale.
Wm. J. and Herbert A. Wing of
Leeds were in the place on business last

them go, and now we pay our tribute of
respect to the memory of him who had
witnessed the coming and going of so
many others.
In 1884 Mr. Wilson was appointed
Judge of Probate in this county, and
held the office by successive elections for
thirteen years, filling the office with dignity, and with that ability that character-

week.
John Leavitt sells his personal property at auction March 17th, having previously disposed of his farm to George
no was i-ouug·
izea au me oinciai acu.
Cote.
a lawyer of
Stanley Hammond and Elmer Child ni zed by hie associates as and
a
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analytiare sawing pulp wood for D. C. Chenery. ability, possessed of
cal mind, able to master difficult legal
About the State.
once a clear beadat
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ed, strong and influential lawyer. He
seldom took part in the trial of causes.
Franklin
A
correspondent complains That was not his forte. He was far betthat the town has been on the county
ter fitted for a judge than for an advofor
map
eighty-one years, yet has never cate.
been represented in the list of county
A man of strong sympathies, generous
officers—not even a deputy sheriff.
to others' faults, plain and unassuming,
The Maine & New Hampshire Granite he lost no opportunity to act, when
the welfare of
Company has just been awarded the action was necessary forwhich
be served.
contract for furnishing the granite for his town and the county
few
For the past
years disease bad
the new Marshal Field department store,
his
somewhat
strength, but till
impaired
corner of State and Washington Streets,
and
Chicago. The contract is one of the recently his etrong mind was active
to that
largest let in the west for several years, unimpaired; but he has yielded
and will give employment to about three inevitable call, and at a time when more
hundred men at its quarry in North Jay years of usefulness would seem to be his.
He is dead, in the prime of a manhood
for about two years.
still rich in promise; and "like a stately
Last week's city elections continued tree full of
leaf, and bud, and flower,
the Democratic trend shown by the elec- and fruit."
tions of the week preceding. Augusta
One by one the members of our prowent Democratic for the first time in fession at this bar
pass out and are gone;
years, and Bangor re-elected a Demo- and may we so live, and so conduct ourcratic mayor in opposition to F. 0. Beal, selves in our chosen labor, as to win the
who has served in past years a number
praise of our fellowmen and leave behind
of terms as mayor of the city. Belfast
footprints worthy for others to follow,
Democratic mayor. that
aleo elected a
tributes of respect may be paid to
Biddeford and Brewer went Republican. our
well
memory on account of acts
An old story is revived of the famous
Maine statesman, Hon. George Evans,
in his day and generation a power in the
state and nation. After his retirement
from the Senate he resumed the practice
of the law, and oue day when his younger partner was in the city he went to
the municipal court to look after a case.
Of course he bad become somewhat
rusty and not up in all the nice points of
practice, and before he knew it his
young opponent bad turned the tables
on him, be was literally out of court,
and judgment was ordered to issue
Evans
Senator
against his client.
thought it over. The judgment was
only for a few dollars, and be was convinced that he lost the case because he
blundered sadly, and was tripped up by
his bright young opponent. He thought
it over, talked with his partner when he
returned and paid the bill and costs
himself. After that he only practiced
in the higher courts, and he took good
care to have his partner present to post
him regarding things he had forgotten.
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some brighter clime bid me "Good
Morning."
Mr. Wright then presented the following resolutions, and moved their adoption:

Rutin

Whereas, Death has again invaded tho
ranks of the Oxford Bar, and removed
one of its valued and highly esteemed
members. We desire to place on record
our deep sense of loss in the removal by
death of Brother George A. Wilson, and
that we may give some proper expression
of our appreciation of the loss this bar
has sustained, be it
Resolved, That his^death has removed
from our numbers a distinguished memAsa D. Mathews.
ber, strong and vigorous intellectually,
Asa D. Mathews, who died at his and honored for bis
high attainments
home in Barton Landing, Vt., on the 5th and
as a lawyer.
Though
qualifications
a
was
of
71
at
the
of March,
years,
age
not an advocate in the line of oratory, he
native of Sumner, but came with his
possessed the power and ability of
parents to Paris when young, and his presenting arguments in writing, unwas
a
He
here.
was
spent
boyhood
surpassed for soundness and logic, and
brother of Mrs. Ansel Swift and Mrs.
reaching even to the sublime heights of
William J. Wheeler of this place. He set- foreneic
power. He was a good countled in Massachusetts, but a little later
sellor, possessed of a remarkably clear
moved to Vermont. In 1862 he enlisted and
discriminating mind, and capable of
in a Vermont regiment as a private, and
and unfolding the most intrianalyzing
served till the close of the war, being cate
Always affable and
legal
problems.
and
first
lieutenant,
spend- courteous in bis manner and conduct
promoted to
in
as
a
of
months
a
number
prisoner
ing
toward the bar and the court, a just
Libby and other prisons. In his com- judge, a careful and painstaking counmunity ho had held various positions of sellor, we shall miss his presence and
trust and responsibility. He was three mourn his loss.
times married, his third wife surviving
Resolved, That we extend to hie behim. Five children of the first mar- reaved
family our deepest sympathy in
riage are living, one of whom. Miss the great loss they have sustained, and
a
resiCarrie E. Mathews, was formerly
that a copy of these resolutions be fordent of South Paris, but for the past two warded to them as an earnest of our
apher
with
father.
years has lived
preciation of his worth.
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Men
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are

new

always interested in the new styles. We have
spring 1906 Hat* in various shapes and propor-

In all this

tions.

ing style.

variety one will surely

find

a

becom-

Soft Hats.

Stiff Hats.

Laimoti & Hubbard,....$3 co
Boston Tourist
$2.25
Other makes,. ...$1.25 to 2.00

La m son & Hubbard,.. ..$3 00
Rost η Derbys,
$2.25
Bedford Derby,
$2 00
Other brands,
$1.50, 2.00

Many shapes

and shades.

AND EATON
BO >TONIAN
GOLF,
YACHT,
AND
COLORS. BLUES, BLACKS,
STYLES.
MIXTURES. PRICES, 25c., 50c., $1.00, $1.50.

Spring Suits, Top Coats, Rain Coats are ready for
are showing the mo>t complete line we ever had.
inspect
REMEMBER US BEFORE YOU BUY.
New

\our

We

on.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
(

South Paris,

)

Stores,

2

Norway.

Dear Friends:
Can

spring

large

a

in

vou come

and

soon

line of gi ods?

Since

we

lot of

wrote

you last

ginghams,

see

the

new

have received

we

only

most of them are

per yard.
Then in shirt waist suitings we have a
Don't leave out a white linen
beautiful line.
loc.

Uio

dress this

complete

Our line is

summer.

fine handkerchief linen to

a

Last but not least be
for street

to

sure

suitings,

check wool

new

from

butcher

heavy

a

linen.

look at the

things

the correct

wear.

If you wish an evening dress, we would
like to have you glance at the new veilings in
Alice blue, reseida green and cream.
We

also show you

can

a

fine line of

goods.
If in need of any winter goods
that we are selling them cheap.
trimmings

new

for all the«e

forget

don't

Sincerely yours,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

Norway, Jan'y

24,

1906.
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F.

A.

SHUBTLEFF Λ.

Λ.

F.

CO.

NBVRTLEFF * CO.

Samoset Chocolates!
Something

new

and very nice.

boxes.

Put up in handsome

23 cents to 90

cents per Box.

fine line of the favorite "Apollo Chocolatée" in
We also have a large assortfancy
Our 20c. chocolates
ment of candies at 20c. per pound.
are better than many 40c. ones.—Try them.
Also

a

boxes and in bulk.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Judge Spear added a few words, saying that he had never had any professional acquaintance with Judge Wilson,
but that it had been his good fortune to

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

with bim in the state
than twenty years ago,
where he learned to appreciate his
geniality and friendliness, and his learning and ability. He then ordered the
resolutions spread upon the records of
the court, and as a further token of respect, ordered that court be suspended
until the next morning.
be

Derby Hats.

Men's Soft and

accuracy, and id this particular respect
I admired him.
During the twelve years that he was
Judge of Probate for this county it was
my duty as well as my pleasure to practice before him, and I can respond to
every word that has been said by my
brother Wright and my brother Swasey
about his dignity, his great learning and
his power and methods as a lawyer and
He always administered the
as a judge.
affairs of that important office with
dignity and fairness, and while the
office of Judge of Probate has been filled
in this county from its inception by able
and upright men, no man ever tilled it
better than did George A. Wilson.
He was an honest man. His work on
Probate Law and Practice is the recognized authority in Maine, and will remain a lasting monument to bis industry, and his method of discrimination as
well as his legal attainments. He was a
deep thinker. Ile was a conscientious
man, and take his qualities all and all, I
both admired and respected bim. We
shall all miss him.
When I look around this bar and see
that there are only perhaps two or three
with gray hairs like myself who have
struggled along all these years, and
when I think of the legal giants that
were with us when I became a member,
comes over me.
a spirit of sadness
While outside we may feel strong and
active to conduct our business, I repeat
a feeling of sadness comes over me
when I see and contemplate the changes
that have taken place and are taking
place from year to year. My only wish
in that respect is that when our time
comes to cross the great river our brother attorneys can say of us as we now
say of our departed brother, "He was
"Well done, good
an honest lawyer"
and faithful servants."
And as a final word for my brother
who has now departed, I can only say he
has left our midst. His example was a
good one for all of us, and in closing I
wish to second the resolutions that have
been offered by my brother Wright, and
move that they be adopted and spread
upon the records.

associated

legislature

Shapes and Styles

New

Wilson was the treasurer of the South
Paris Savings Bank. At that time I
occupied a position which rendered it
my duty to meet him in hie bank
officially, and for four years I did meet
hitn as treasurer of that bank, and there
It'alIJCU

STORES.

BLUE

more

F.

A.

SHCRTLKFF

DOCTORS ARE PUZZLED.

X

} Maine.,

)

2 Stores,

F.

CO.

A.

SIHTRTLEFF A CO.

PIANOS.

The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver, of Vanceboro, Me is the subject of much interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the Throat and congest iou of the Lungs, three doctors gave
me up to die,
when, as a last resort, I
was induced to try Dr. King's New Disin dark case, as
A nice grand square Woodward & Brown
covery and I am happy to say, it saved
One nice
as can be found in a second hand square piano.
trade
a
good
my life." Cures the worst Coughs and
a piano that has had nice care
Weak second hand Vose piano, extra nice tone,
Bronchitis, Tonsilitis,
Colds,
These three
Lungs. Hoarseness and LaGrippe. and never hurt. One second hand G. \. Miller
low to close them
be
will
Guaranteed at F A. Shurtleff & C'o.'s
and
stool
with
cover,
very
square piancs,
drug store. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle out. Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
freo.

Good Trades in Second Hand Pianos.
piano,

J

priced

piano.

•giving the party good trade and easy payments.
ECZEMA, TETTER, SALT RHEUM,
It has been learned that Rev. St.
We have also three second hand upright pianos at low prices, nice
folas
Hon. John Γ. Swasey spoke
Ethelbert Yates, who recently commit- instruments in walnut and
ITCH, RING WORM, HERPES,
mahogany cases. We also have a targe stock
I
take
that
is
with
lows: It
deep feeling
ted suicide in Old Town, was a graduate
BARBER'S ITCH.
We have a larger and nicer stock of new and
new upright p auos.
of
exercises.
in
these
Forty-two
years
of Oxford University and formerly rector
part
All of these diseases are attended by
than ever before, also a large lire c f piano
ago or more I became a member of this of Christ Episcopal church at North second hand pianos and organs
intense itching, which is almost instant- bar. I was
and inexperienced,
We will put all tin se «ood>
young
Ν. H. Yates attained wide- covers, stools, chairs and instruction books.
C.>nway,
Chamberlain's
relieved
by applying
ly
and poorly prepared for the practice of spread notoriety two years ago by elop- down at bottom
Please send for catalogues
and give easy terms.
prices
I
Salve and by its continued use a perma- this
important profession. Shortly after ing with a young girl, the daughter of a and
nent cure may be effected. It has, in
to
descriptions.
being admitted, Judge Wilson came
citizen of North Conway at
fact, cured many cases that had resisted the bar as practitioner in this county and leading
We thank our patrons for all past favors and assure them that we shall
whose home he was η boarder. At the
all otlier treatment. Price 25 cents per located at South Paris, and for the forty
all business that is given us in the future. It is not nece>«ary
a wife in
New
he
had
time
Jersey.
appreciate
bo*. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South
Ûilead.
years of our practice, wo have been Yates was subsequently deposed from to tpeak of the quality of our goods, as ihe gro ls will prove themselves.
We are pleased to hear tbat Mrs. Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes mutual friends; and I think I can say the priesthood and later had other
Drug Store, Norway.
Florilla Burnbam is much better.
while other members of the bar have matrimonial troubles which it is thought
lived nearer to Judge Wilson's home and led him to take his life.
The sick ones in the village are imof
the
The
News:
singdays
Bangor
have been more frequently in Judge
proving.
the spelling school in the
Bllllnge Blooll,
TORTURE BT SAVAGES.
M. V. Watson was seen on the street ing school and
Wilson's office and in hie company and
near the
draw
Maine
of
districts
country
that in eome respects I have
to
<>f
torture
society,
the
Thursday.
wlUch
Mai no.
"Speaking
Paris,
bee
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Allen of Waterford
visitod friends in town a week ago. Mr.
Allen lias sold his place at Waterford
and will move his family to Keene, N.
H., within a few days.
Ladies' Circle will meet at W. A.
Foster's Saturday evening. All are cordially invited to attend.
Mrs. Amos Frost visited her parents
at West Paris last week.

W. «Γ. Wtieeler db Go.,

Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Lary wore called
to Bclhel tn attend the funeral of Mrs.
Lary's cousin, Miss Emily Holt.
The Mountain Rille met with Mrs. D.
C. Lary and family Thursday afternoon.
Quite a goodly number were there
though it was stormy.
A message from a friend in Pike Co.,
111., states that 8 inches of enow fell the
12tb, quite unusual at this season of the
year in that locality.
J. E. Richardson is in South Paris as
juryman to attend the court this week.
Mrs. Melissa Bennett is visiting at E.
R. Bennett's.

end, and from now ou the chopping
and the quilting bee will absorb local
attention. If Eliza Jane has been attending to business before the open (ire
In the parlor, the engagement notice
should be ready to send out, the wedding to take place soon after Easter. It
has been a delightful winter for courtships.

AFFLICTED
"I was and

WITH

RHEUMATISM.

yet afflicted with rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne, editor of
the Herald, Addington, Indian Territory,
am

"but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm
able once ibore to attend to business.
LovelL
It is the best of liniments." If troubled
Mrs. D. P. Lord is still living but very with rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
low, suffering from cancer of the stomach. and you are certain to be more than
W. S. Fox bought a pair of horses this pleased with the prompt relief which it
affords. One application relieves the
week of Ν. T. Fox.
Edwin Lord of Porter bas sold bis pine pain. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
timber lot at No. 8 to Ο. E. Andrews.
A society of the Eastern Star was in- Noyes Drug Store, Noway.
stalled here Wednesday evening.
It is expected that in the near future a
Word is sent out from the deep woods
lodge of the order of Red Men will be of Maine that deer and moose have
formed in town, holding their meetings wintered well and are in fine condition
perhaps for the present at Odd Fellows1 for the summer campaign. Maine derives a great revenue from its wild game,
Hall, No. 4.
There are a few cases of measles about and by placing the money where it will
here.
afford additional protection the supply
The Congregational Circle of the may be kept up for many years to come.
Center met at Odd Fellows' Hall, Wed- The management of our game interests
nesday evening. There was a good has been of a kind to help all the citicompany in attendance. Lloyd Poor was zens.
preeent with a line gtaphopbone and
gave them a fine lot of selections.
SLEEPLESSNESS.
am

Wilson in our proany other member of the
bar. I have been associated with him in
I have
cases as counsel.
numerous
tried cases where he appeared as counsel
on the other side and al ways found him
to be the same honest, honorable, and
Brother
that
conscientious lawyer
Wright has represented him to be; but
behind the earnest, active and sometimes
exciting experiences in court, I have
known the Judge, in the exchange of
acts of a mutual and sincere friendship,
and personal confidence in political and
business matters. And a truer or better
friend I never had, always ready to advise and work for my personal promotion and advantage. For these msrrks
of friendship and acts of kindness I have
gladly tried to reciprocate, not so much
to offset services as to pay just tribute
to a friend of pre-eminent ability and debeen as near

fessional life

Judge
as

serving integrity.
He was not a ready advocate,
not claim to be, nor did be aspire

of the savage tribes in the Philippines subject their captives, reminds me
of the intense suffering I endured for
three months from inHammatiun of the
Kidneys," says W. M. Sherman, of
Cuehing, Me. "Nothing helped roe until 1 tried Electric Bitters, three bottles
of which completely cured me." Cure·
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Blood disorders and Malaria; and restores the
weak and nervous to robust health.
Guaranteed by P. A. ShurtlefT & Co.,
druggists. Price 50c.
some

It seems to be settled that Portland is
to have a new vaudeville theatre nr.
Keith's circuit. The theatre will be on
Preble Street in the rear of the Preble
House, with a subway entrance from
Congress Street. It will be managed by
James E. Moore, present manager of the
Portland Theatre. Thie wae decided
during a visit of Mr. Keith to Portland
he did last week.
to

be,

but he was, as Brother Wright says, a
wise counsellor, and whenever his rulings and decisions in the Probate Court
where he presided so many years, thirteen, I think, were promulgated, they
were received by us all as the law.
Forty year·' practice at the bar, side
by side, forty years' intimate association, forty years of sincere unbroken
friendship and mutual confidences—how
much it means to us in this busy and
strenuous life, m we pause on these occasions to pay just tribute to our dear comrades at the bar who have been called from
a
How differently these exercises

A SCIENTIFIC WONDER
The cures that stand to its credit
make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scientific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
of Piles. It heals the worst Burns,
Sores, Boils, Ulcere, Cut·, Wound·, Chilblains and Salt Rheum. Only 25c at F.
A. ShurtlefT & Co.'· drug store.
Because of alleged ill treatment by her
husband, Mrs. Marian Reed of Dover
took 23 grains of corrosive sublimate in
The fact
an attempt to end her life.

South

WE

SELL

THE

FINEST

RUBBERS

WE DON'T CHARGE

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM !
F.

J.

—

WALL

PLUMMER.

EffiSkKKP·"'

ANY

0

FOR

PAPERS!
AT

N.

Dayton Bolster & Co.

Wi: have about 1500 rolls of Wall Paper and Borders we
putting the New Spring Papers in

wish to close out before

the racks.
Disorders of the stomach produce
and often prevent sight!
nervous oondition
that she had taken the poison was, bowappear to us now, as we realize that our
Crows have been in town the past
Chamberlain's Stomach and bair
and we stand ever, discovered before it was too late,
sleep.
with
is
age
whitening
! month.
Liver Tablets stimulate the digestive orand a physician waa summoned, who
among the few older members of the
Mr. Lester Bean has returned from
restore the system to a healthy
from what they did in the dawn of succeeded by the use of a stomach pump
bar,
Princeton where be has been teaching gans,
on
condition and make sleep possible. For onr admission to the bar. As we, the in saving her life.
the past four months.
sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; few. stop to think how many years are
Mr. C. M. Kimball is attending court
TUSSLE
A
LIVELY
Jones' Drag Store, Oxford ; Noyes' Drag behind us, and how few are before us,
88 MARHLBIT
at Paris as juryman.
with that old enemy of the race, ConStore, Norway.
aa our old time friends and professional
Miss Rose Greenwood is now working
in Appendicitis.
ends
often
after
one
the
itipation,
at
another,
associates
bar,
for Mrs. George H. Swan.
PARIS,
all serious trouble with Stom- SOUTH
To Mothers ta This Town.
are called away, doesn't it take away To avoid
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Bartlett and Mr.
Children who are delicate, feverish and cross some of the courage which we may need ach, Liver and Bowels, take Dr. King's
Charles Kimball of Berlin, Ν. H., visited will
Mother Gray's
from
relief
Immediate
get
come? Don't we New Life Pills. They perfectly regulate
relatives here and attended the twentieth 9wen Powders tor tCTilWren. They cleanse fee to flght the battles to
FirlifutsaaiCUdraa. Bears th·
child older members realise the loss of one so these organs, without pain or discom·;
anniversary wedding reception of Mr. itomach, act on the liver, makings sickly
25c at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,1
fort.
Wilson
as
was,
and
Judge
true,
good
and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett held at Grange
Don't w· (eel m druggists.
I
more and mote?
Hall the 10th.
East Bethel.

THAT

All Grades from 5c. to 25c. per roll
the $1. Come Early.
at 50c.

CASTORIA

Tb KM Yiillin Alius ln|kt e'gt£"r*
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SOCTH PARIS

dally ; 9:80 A. it.,
l.olng down.etsl1—5 3S A.
lally ex.ept Sunday ; 4 » p. ■·, daily.
liolng up (we«t)—9:S0 a.m., dally; 3 .-J6P. M.,
tally excel* Sunday; 8:47 r. M., dally.
SOCTH PARIS POST

Office Hour·

:

7 :»

A. M.

OFVIcB.

to 7 30 P.

u.

CHUBCHBS.

first Contrée atloaal Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
win. Pastor- Preaching services, 10.45 A. m. And
y * ; Sunday School 1J M.; T. P. S. C. E.
;
r. *.. Churvh praver meeting on Tueeday
ït
e\en!ng at 7 0 o'c'oci. AU, not otherwise con
ne, u-l, are cordially Invited.
Mclh- ilst Church, Bev. II. A. Clifford. Putor.
On?:nday. morning prayer meeting 9 JO A. M. :
Sabbath School
service 10 45 a.
preaching worth
League Meeting β 15 p. u.
!: Μ.; Κ ρ
Tftip.
prayer nieetevening prayer meeting
10»· Tueeday evenlcg; class meeting, Friday

eveelnc.
Rev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
Baptist Church.
Par-tor. On Sunday, preaching service 10 45 a.
1ί
School
-»:.:>sth
*.; Υ. Ρ 8. C.B., 6ϋ p.
m
Prayer meeting 7 P. M ; Tuesday evening
A).
Seats free.
AU are
at
7
prayer service
welcome.

Γnlversalla* Church, Hev. J. H. Little, Pastor
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. M.
Evening service, 7
3;:! lay School at 12 M.
r. v.

STATKI>

XKET1NOS.

»

few

Regular
Κ λ A. M.—Paris Lodge, So. 94.
Kev. A.*X. Gilmore of Portland will
ufeting Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
the Congregational church on
Mica
».
F.—Mount
».
1.1
regular meet lectur* at
Lodge,
Ben Hur," March 28th.
in.·». Thursday evening of each week —Aurora
κ
-.impotent, ilret and third Monday evenings
Mrs. Wm. Xowell, who has been visitof eaen month.
l> : K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No. ing at J. P.
has returned
each
of
and
fourth
Fridays
sa, meets second
to her home in Fairfield.
nth In Odd Fellows'Hall.
ν i: —w. K, Kimball Poet, So. 14S, meets
Miss Ruth Tucker of West Paris is
dr-t an! third Saturday evenings of each
at the court house
αϊ nth, In (ϊ. A. R. Hall
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets first
the term of court.
thirl Saturday evenings of each month, In
ar
He lef Corps Hall.
Ellery C. Park, Esq., and family, of
P. f H.—Paris Orange, from May I to Oct. 1,
Ur-t and third Saturday; during the Bethel, are visiting Mrs. Park's parents,
·:: ft»
In
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns.
re aln 1er of the year, meets every Saturday,
OraniK Hall.
There will be reduced rates on the railI". i>. O. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
for the farmers' institute at
roads
V K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181,
the 22d.
Pond next
mi t- -econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
of each month.
of
scholars
on
the
Bids
K. nf P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, SI, meets every
the school comare advertised for
t r day evening at Pythian Hall.
noon of this
mittee, to close

Thursday,
transportation
by
Thursday

Festival chorus rehearsal this Monday week.
evening.

The ladies of the Congregational CirMrs. Alice P. Thayer went Thursday cle will have their next
supper and en
to Boston for a visit to friends.
rertainment in the vestry Thursday evenWilliam Cushman* of llartford has ing, March 22d. Supper at (5:45.
been a guest at Albert D. Park's for a
Louis Clark is in the store of W. O.
few days.
Frothingham as clerk. For the present
of school hours,
Walter W. Farrar and daughter Eva he will be there only out
will be there all
of Auburn visited relatives here last but during the summer
the time.

Wednesday.

open a

drug store.

Kev. J. 11. Little was called to Bryant's
Pond Wednesday, to attend the fuueral
of Alexander Day.
Four tables at bridge

were

entertained

Highland Cottage Thursday evening
by Mrs. Lioder and Miss Briggs.

at

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Dorr and son of
Mexico have been visiting Mr. Dorr's
daughter, Mrs. W. L. Karrar. for a few

days.

Mrs. L. B. Carter is in Boston for a
few weeks' stay with her daughter. Miss
Maud Carter, a teacher in the Boston
public schools.
Mr. and

Mrs.

ueorge a.

origgs

were

Gray last week to attend the funeral
of Mr. Brings' brother-in-law, Silas W.
Foster, whoee death was quite sudden.
at

Mrs. Cora S.

Briggs has resigned her

position as organist at the Congregational

church, which she has held for many
years, on account
other work.

of

pressure

of her

The Epworth League is invited to the
home of the president, Mr. T. M. Davis,
The
programme
Thursday evening.
will consist of music and papers about
famous

people.

About thirty tickets have been sold
here for the production of "As Ye Sow"
Theatre in Lewiston
at the Empire
Tuesday evening, for which a special
be
run.
will
train
Mrs. E. A. Howe returned from Boston Thursday with a very pretty stock
of fancy articles in her line, and her
stock of millinerv will be exhibited at
her opening later.

A St. Patrick's party will be given to
the members of the Fan-Tan Club TuesMarch 20th, at Mrs. Hilton's,
William J. Wheeler was in Boston last day evening,
Park and Mrs. Hilton in honor
week, and attended the serat-annual ses- by Mrs.
of Mankato.
sion of the Maine State Board of Trade, of Mrs. Linder
which was held with the State of Maine
About the muet wintry week of the
Club in that city.
been, and with a
season the past has
8 below zero Monday
Gen. Joseph S. Gage, who died on the temperature of
the best sledding of the
10th inst at San Jose, Calif., was a native morning, and
doesn't seem to be comof Paris, son of Moses Gage. He settled winter, spring
fast.
in Joplin, Mo., and was colonel of a ing along very
Missouri regiment during the civil war.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Frothingham
Death was duo to paralysis. <»en. Gage are here fiom Portland, packing up (heir
was t»T years of age.
household goods to move to that city,
has a position
Rev. H. A. Clifford, who has been where Mr. Frothingham
Co. They
chosen superintendent of schools for the with the F. O. Bailey Carriage
on North Street.
town of Paris, is by no means a novice will live
He was superin that line of work.
There will be a public temperance
intendent for two years each in the meeting at the Congregational church
Old
and
Wilton
towns of Richmond,
Sunday eveuing, March 25th, under the
Orchard, making in all six years of auspices of the \V. C. T. U. Rev. J. W.
service. The position was entirely un- Chesbro will give the address of the
sought by him, and when tendered was evening. Let there be a large attendaccepted with some reluctance.
ance.
Eruest J. Record was at home for a
Mrs. E. A. Jackson will sell at auction
few days last week. Mr. Record has on Thursday of this week, at i)-K> a. m.,
been engaged since August in building a at her old farm, which will be occupied
dormitory for Leavitt Institute at Tur- as a town fariu April 1st, a quantity of
ner Centre, on contract, and has just
personal property, including eleven cows,
completed his contract work. The une shoat, farming tools and dairy imstories
besides
two
is
40x100,
building
plements, furniture, etc.
basement and attic all finished, and is
Several teachers from this place are
accommodate
to
seventy
intended
there continuing in the Norway village schools,
returned
lias
Record
Mr.
pupils.
which opened last week. P. E. Hathato do some additional work on the buildis principal of the high school as
way
ing.
las' term, Miss Iva L. McArdle, Miss
Remarked a farmer who was hauling Susie M. Wheeler and Miss Annie M.
timber the o'her day: "Who ever saw Jenne are engaged in the other grades.
so much business-done on so little suow
The Seneca Club was entertained at
as there has been this winter? On the
last Monday evening and a
Brook road there hasn't been over Mrs. Hilton's

Stony

inches of snow and ice at any time,
and a good deal of the time it has been
so that you could see the earth right
through, but there's beeu a pile of teaming dune, there and everywhere else,
and there uever was more stutf hauled
into this village in a winter than there
has been this winter." And we guess
he's right.
two

very

Papers

evening was enjoyed.
given by Mrs. Alton Wheel-

pleasant
were

and Miss Carrie Gray, curreut events
by the club members, then a social time
with refreshments finished the rest of
the evening.

er

who ha* been
an invalid for a long time, died Thursday at her home on Myrtle Street, at the
The funeral Sunday
Rev. Frederick W. Hamilton, who bas age of 51 years.
afternoon was attended by Rev. H. A.
just been chosen president of Tufts
and there was singing by the
<'ollege, comes of au old Paris family Clifford,
of the Methodist church. Besides
and has a number of relatives here. choir
Mrs. Bonney leaves three
His grandfather was Jonas Hamilton, her husband,
who settled in Paris in 1821, and his sons aud two daughters.
father Jouas was superintendent of the
The Bethel Rebekah Lodge visits Mt.
Portland and Ogdensburg Kail road. One Pleasant Lodge Friday evening of this
of his father's sisters was the wife of week.
The visiting lodge will come
the late Joseph Knight, and another down on theexpress and return on the
L>.
was the wife of the late William
forenoon train Saturdav. Supper will
Brett. I)r. Hamilton preached the ded'- be served at the hall and entertainment
of
the
catioa sermon at the dedication
for the night will be provided at iue
The Bethel
South Paris Universalist church.
humes of the Kebekahs.
the degree
coufer
will
team
last
rink
the
at
skating
The attraction
Tuesday evening was a potato race with
The ladies of the Baptist society will
four contestants, Fletcher and Record of serve a baked bean supper in the vestry,
South Paris and Perkins and Chaney of Wednesday, March 21.
Following the
Norway. Four rows of potat-es with supper Kev. H. A. Clifford will deliver a
twenty in each row were laid the length lecture entitled "A Ramble in Europe,"
of the hall with a pail at one end of each with photographs and curios.
Special
row.
The contest was to see which one music will 1m a feature of the evening's
could pick up the twenty potatoes, one entertainment.
Admission, 25 ceots.
at a time, and place them in the pail the Children under 12 years, 15 cents.
Fletcher
quickest. The struggle between
Aurora Encampment, No. 23, I. O. O.
and Perkins was a sharp one, and when
hold a special meeting»WednesFletcher piaced his last potato in his P., is to
March 21st, to work the
pail and won the contest Perkins bad day eveniug, Degree upon two candiPurple
Royal
one
left.
only
potato
dates. Willis A. Bailey of Skowbegan,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson cele- the Grand High Priest of the Grand Enbrated the eleventh anniversary of tbeir campment, will be present, also members
marriage Thursday, the 15th inst.. with <>f Wildey Encampment of Norway and
a small party of friends from Portland
Orion Encampment of Mechanic Falls.
and Boston. Music and gaines occupied
A surprise party was given Mrs. Kate
the attention of the guests the early part
of the evening, and light refreshments Under by the members of the Fan Tan
Mr. and Mrs. Rich- club Friday evening at the homo of Mrs.
were served later.
ardson were the recipients of many con- Louise J. Briggs, where Mrs. Under
It was a gen
gratulations, and the party broke up at was visiting for the day.
uine surprise, and was much appreciata late hour with the hope that as each
Mrs.
milestone of their life is passed the same ed by her. During the evening
them
was presented with a piece of
bid
to
assemble
Linder
could
happy party
and recall hand-painted china from those present,
on their
(i<>d

Benjtmin Bonney,

Mrs.

journey
speed
days of "Âuld Lang Syne."
Friday was a bad day for

making the presentation
Another piece was presented to

Mrs. Penfold

the

speech.

grocery
pungs at the Pleasant Street railroad
crossing. During the morning W. D.
Clark and daughter Rose drove across,
and owing to the quantity of fresh snow
struck a little way north of the planks.
The runners struck the rail, the horse
cleared himself, and both of the occupants of the pung were thrown out and
somewhat bruised. Before that pung
had been hauled off, about train time, a
grocery pung belonging to N. Dayton
Bolster Λ Co., driven by Verne Curtis,
did almost exactly the same act. No
extensive damage in either case.

Briggs.
pleasantly spent.
Mr*. Cora 8.

The evening was

As the outcome of a contest which has
been carried on in the Christian Endeavor
a
Society of the Congregational church,
was given at Mr·.
very pleasant party

Barnes' Friday evening. The members
two
of the society had divided into
to
sides, the individuals of which were
and the
earn a dollar in some novel way,
of
side which earned the larger amount
the
money was to be entertained by

other. The leaders of the two sides
and
were Mrs. Barnes and Miss Rounds,
Rounds' side won, hence the party
Miss
was
hare"
a
everybody
as
March
"Mad
at Mrs. Barnes'. There was a search
at Highluud Cottage Tuesday evening,
and other forms of entertainment,
on the occasion of the "March hare" party
and those who had earned a dollar reparty of the Fan Tan Club. Pretty
lated their manner of doing It, some in
nearly as mad, too, were all inanimate
attractive form. Refreshments of
objects in the house, furniture, pictures, very
rarebit, sherbet, cake and fanoy
Welsh
and all other objects being topsy-turvy,
were served, and the evening
crackers
Mrs.
wrong side out and upside down.
much
enjoyed.
was
very
were
hostesses,
McArdle and Miss Briggs
and Mrs. Linder was the guest of honor.
From all parts of the state come note·
Crazy costumes of all degrees of picturfor summer visitors,
esqueness were in accord witb the spirit I of the
numerous than
of the occasion, and naturally are be- ! who promise to be more
and steamboat
Railroads
were j ever before.
if
description
yond description
Various
entertaining : lines are anticpating a record-breaking
permissible.
it is safe to say that the
games and amusements were indulged season, and
better cared for
in, including an exhibition by a dancing traveling public will ]>e
is of course apparbear. Refreshments were "penny suck than ever before. It
Maine's popularity
era," sulphur and molasses, gumdrops, ent to every one that
and with
toothpicks, Welsh rarebit and sherbet, as a summer resort is. growing
it must continue
il
the enthusiastic

j

preparations

j

Judging by
was tgmt Una·.

reporta,

proper encouragement

I to grow.

ported Saturday morning, they

cuaed until Tuesday

morning,

were ex-

and tbe

court auapended until Monday, many of
thoae in attendance going home on the
forenoon traioa to apend Sunday.
The grand jury, which haa been buay
all the week, haa not jet finlabed ita
work. It ia expected that it will report

Tuesday morning, and that work

on

the criminal docket will begin aa aoon
The* remainthereafter aa practicable.
ing civil buaioeaa of the term will follow
the criminal buaineas.
Instead of aaodwichiog in the divorce
cases with the others, Judge Spear will
appoint a day toward the last of tbe
term, when they will be heard.
It is probable that the case of Wesley
Chick of Porter, who is charged with the
murder of David Varney, will be taken
up soon after the gand jury reporta, if an
indictment ia found. The witnenea who
teatitified before the grand jury have
been retained here, and it ia understood
that quite a number more have been
summoned to be here this week. F. A.
Fox, E-iq., of Kezar Falls, appeared for
Chick at the hearing, and it ia expected
that Hon. James S. Wright of South
Paris will be appointed by the court to
defend him.
Twenty-seven civil cases now remain
on tbe trial list, as follows:

likdwaroe,

tending telephcne
during

Bryant's

tbe machine.

Wright & Wheeler for plaintiff; Bisbee
A Parker for defendant.
Thia waa a abort caae, tbe evidence being'concluded about 5 o'clock in the
afternoon of Friday. The jury remained out uDtii aome after 10 o'clock, when
they were excuaed by order of court, and
the next morning they reported that
they were unable to agree.
A· there waa nothing more ready for
trial at that,time, after the juriea bad re-

Adelbert Delano, Canton, Foreman.
E'lwln E. Allen, Sloneham.
A. D. Andrew·", Pari*.
flenrv W. Bonney. Sumner.
David A. Bradley. Fryeburg.
Almon DeCo ter, Hebron.
Stlllmm J. Durgln. RrowntleM.
Κred
Hethel.
Frank H. Emery. Albauy.
Dana ty Elil< U. Rumford.
Francis A. Gllpat Ick, Illram.
John Goggln, Peru.

Richardson's,

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Parlin went last
week to Wilton where Mr. Parlin is to

fence arguing that the aocldent wu purely an aocldent. for wbiob no one wu re
sponsible, unlets it may bare been tbe
plaintiff bimself, for bit manner of ualng

Judicial Court.

M ABC H TERM, 1906.
A. M. Spear,
Justice Presiding.
Mise Richard· of Portland is a guest at Charles P. Whitman,
Clerk.
F. L. Hayden,
Albert M. Yat«e\
Stenographer.
Cbarlee P. Barnes,
Count y Attorney.
Pine Street ia again
lively with the B. G. Mclntire,
Sheriff.
high school pupils.
W. L. Parrar,
Jailer.
H.
K.
Crier.
Mrs. J. P. Richardson spent Sunday in
Hammond,
Walter L. Gray,
Librarian.
Portland wi^h friends.
Messenger.
Ralph I. Trask,
George Ham and Master Ralph of TarThe first week of the March term of
mouth were at J. H. Jons·' over Sunday.
court has been quite a busy one, but has
An increase of pension from f 17 to 124 not been
very fruitful in positive result·.
per month has been granted to David A large amount of work for the term has
Edwards.
been laid out, and two cases have been
Howard S. Maxim has gone to Harri- tried, with a disagreement of the jury in
son, where he is employed in Jackson's each, leaving them where they started.
I Judge Spear ascended the bench
pharmacy.
promptly as the bell ceased ringing at 10
Harrison McKinney of Providence, o'clock
Tuesday morning, and the March
R. I., is a gueet at George A. Brigga' for terra of court
began. Prayer was offera few days.
ed by Rev. J. W. Chesbro of the South
The Woman's Home Missionary So- Paris Baptist church, and the usual
*
ciety will meet with Mrs. H. A. Clifford formal proclamations were made.
The seventeen members of the grand
Friday at 3 p. m.
jury empaneled at the October term re·
Schools begin next Monday in South
•ponded to the rollcall, and the jury was
Paris, West Paris and Paris Hill. All immediately sent to its room to begin
others open April 2d.
the work of the term.
The traverse juries were empaneled as
A. E. Shurtleff's new store house near
the river is going up, several carpenters follows:
riasr jcrt.
being engaged upon it.

day·

Commencing October 1,1908,
TBA1S·

Brid*ton

MIm Liabeth Murphy it visiting
in Gilead.

SOUTH PARIS.
UK AMD

at

SECOND .IUBV.
Charles M Kliiibtll, Rrthel. Foreman.
Elltwotth P. Howard, Ruinford.
S. F. Heald, l.oveH.
Cbarlee G Hill. Woodstock.
Rust Jackson, Noiwiy.
Adelbert Kidder, Mexico.
Mark A. Laphon. Greenwood.
Edwin E. Llbby, Norway.
Fred H. Merrill, Rnxbury.
Daniel E. Smith, Dlxfleld.
Charles O. Stacy, Porter.
A. K. Tbomae, Oxford.

Whitney vs. Perley A. Whitney.
McGIUlcuddy A Morev.
252. Sumo H. Whitney vs. Marshal 8. Whl ney.
198.* Marshal S.

Swasey.

Watson.

Swa ey.

Manser.

NORWAY.

THE GOLDFINCH.
tkanct* In Plaaife That Are Pu·
·11·κ te the JfoTlce.
Most every one in America is ac,'jiiinted witb the goldfinch, bat many
know the bird by tb? name of

CHUBCHM.
Second Coamgidwi] Church, Bar. B. 8.
Hideout, I'tutor. Preaching service Sunday,
1040 ▲. M.; 8abbath School, 13 .-00 M.; T. P. B.
Sunday Evening, β SO P. M.; Social MeetC.
lnc,7Λ0P. M ; regular weekly Prajer Meeting,

;>03ple

ottuce bird, on account of its bright
8. G. Darls.
is a very approPaator. Preachlnr aerrloe oa Sunday at 10 JO yellow color. Ooldflnch
A. M. Sabbath School, 13:00; T. P.C. U. meet·
priate name, as the bright yellow of
I wit 7.00 P. M.
la
Met hod 1st Church, Rev. C. ▲. Brook·. Paator. flic innle, when in breediug plumage,
Preaching aerrloe. 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School, like burnished gold. The female goldISM) μΓΓ Social Erenlng Meeting, 7:00 P.M.,
dressed than
prayer meeting, Toeaday evening; claaa meeting finch is more modestly
Epworth League, Sunday her mate. The changes in plumage of
Friday evening.
M.
evening, 8.OOP?
and to
Baptist Church, Ber. E. 8. Cotton, Paator the male are very interesting
Preaching aerrloe, 10 30 A. M. ; Ssbbith School, the novice somewhat puzzling. Until
13:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
ibe student becomes acquainted witb
M., Wednesday erenlng, 7 30.
the bird be may wonder why he sees
•TATBD MUTIHOR.
no males during the winter. The truth
of
Oxford
AM.
F A
Lodge,
Regular meeting
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Erenlng on or is, at this season the flocks of supposed
before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch chapter, female goldfinches are really of both
No. 90. assembles Wednesday Erenlng. on or
assumed
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A 8. M., sexes, the mule bird having
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lqdge, in the previous full, usually by the end
No. ι, Ark Maimers, Wednesday evening after
of October, a plumage closely resemfull moon.
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Begular meeting bliug that of the femule and young
1·ι Odd Fellows' Hall, erery Tuesday Erenln*.
The mule retains this
Wltdey Encampment, No. 31, meets la Odd bird of the year.
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Eren- inconspicuous dress uutif late in FebIngi of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekab Lodge,
No. 88, meets on first and third Friday of each ruary, when one can notice a gradual
month.
change taking place in some of the
K. of P.—Kerular meeting In Hathaway Block
renewul of feathers is acerery Thursdar Erenlng. υ. B., A. O. Noyea birds. This
D vision, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
tively coutiuued through March and
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday erenlngs of each month.
April, and by the 1st of May our reP. of H.—Vorway Orange meets second and
splendent bird is with us again. The
f jurth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
O. A. R—Harry Rust Poet, No. M, meets In song period with the mule goldfinch
Vow G. A. R. -iall on the first Tuesday Erenlng continues as
long us he weurs his gold
of each month.
W. R. C.-Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon. and blr.ck livery, for it -commences as
day erenlng.
early as the middle of March and ends
S. E. O. P.—Lakeelde Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wed- late in Av.gust. Goldfinches are very
nesday evenings of each month.
clean, y in their habits ami bathe freΟ υ. Λ. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
Their nests ure exquisite
No-10, meets at G. A. R. Hall erery Tuesday quency.
erenlng.
of bird architecture, the inside
pieces
No.
P.—Rim
Tree
meets
199,
17.0. P.
Colony,
Willi ilie softest plant
second and fourth Wednesday erenlngs of each being line.!
•non* h
down. The mother bird is the builder,
Γ. O. G. G.—Norway Commandery, No. 347.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of her handsome consort during the nest
esc h month
time devoting most of his efK. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 3, meet* In Ryer- buiLitg
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
forts to sing ng to cbter his industrious
May, flr-t and third Thursday evenings, May to mate.—i'hilade.phia i'ress.
September.

Tuesday evening.

UnlrersaDst Church,

Bev.

Brlgg*.
Swaeey.
Wright A Whee er.
Night police George F. Hathaway has
110. Antholne A. Leferrler vs. Kenneely Inland
received an increased pension. It is
Mills Co. et trustee.
W. S. Perkins of Waterford was ex-1
Good.
now $24 per month.
Wright A Wheeler
Gray.
cused on account of illness in his fam'ly.
W. C. Brown of the Novelty Turning
118. Trustees Fryeburg Academy vs. Geo. II.
It was very evident from the result of |
Waiker.
the
I)r. P. N. Barker
Co. has leased
the call of the docket that there would
Warren. Foster A F.ieter.
tenement on Danfortli Street goon to he
Wright A Wheeler.
be no lack of business during the term.
vacated by W. M. Wires who goes to
The trial list oh it then stood numbered 123. Jennie M Smith vs. Grand Trunk Railway
Co.
Lynn, Maes. «
44 cases, which is about twico the usual
Hazen.
Hlght A High'.
W. P. Jones, Esq., was in Boston durnumber, and though it takes several 130. A. J. Haskell vu. George E. Lelghton.
ing the week past on business.
cases on the trial list to make one trial,
H. II. Hasting*.
8ml'h.
The officers' school of the first regia list of that length is apt to have con- 140. Kendall W. Bllllngton vs. T.lzzle Getchel'.
ment, of which Co. D, Norway, is a part,
Wright A Wheeler.
Swaeey.
siderable business in it.
Moreover,
will be held at Portland on Thursday,
J. Fuller et al vs. Jesse E. Fuller.
Judge Spear announced at the outset 112. JSwaeey.
March 22d.
that he could be here only three weeks,
The spring term of the village schools
Wright A Wheeler.
Rrldgham.
as he was scheduled for another term in
The term will
143. Inhabitants of Canton vs.O. A McFadden. commenced on Monday.
Penobscot County on the first Tuesday
S wane v.
conclude the school year.
Hutchinson.
Cook
A
Snow,
Symonds,
there
was
understood
of April; and as he
The remains of John Keene, who died
Albert Thompson vs. Stephen B. Cum
a prospect of a large amount of criminal I 170.
at his daughter's. Mrs. George B. Dunmlngs et ale.
the
take
that
he
should
business,
up
Holt A Barnes.
Kimball A Son.
ham's, in Lynn, Mass., were brought to
second week, immediately after the grand
Foster A Foster.
Norway for burial the first of the week.
jury finished its work. He therefore 174. Simeon Harrlinan, appelant, vs. Etta Tuell. Be at one time lived with his daughter
Smith.
Stearns.
thought it best not to make any assignand son, Mr. and Mrs. Adna Keene. He
Roy H. Lord.
ments, but to hear two or three cases 179. Wood m m Scrlbner vs. Holt
was eiehtv rears of age and until recentA Barnes.
H. H. Hastings.
and
were all ready for trial,
which
in excellent health. Mr. Keene had
vs. Chas. W. Gray et
ly
John
7..
Waternun
182.
let the others on the list come on in
trustee.
many warm friends in Norway. He
order a* they stood, whenever they could
Hazen.
Wright A Wheeler.
went to Lynn some years ago.
be reached. Therefore, with the ex- 199-200. Geo. W. Newcomb vs. Bernard AnThe attendants on court| have found
drews.
the
half
a
dozen
of
about
cases,
ception
excellent entertainment at the
most
A Wheeler.
Swaeey.
Wright
was
had
been
made
list
which
up
long
| 303. Inhabitants of Roxbury vs. Inhabitants of Beals and Elm Hotels.
left without assignment.
Mrs. V. W. Hills left for Boston and
Turner.
iw6.
CWMCjr.
New York for the Easter millinery trade
Λ\υυΐ>ΜΑ.\ V». MAXIM.
217. Harri» L. Elliott, appelant, vs. Alonzo
openings the first of the week. Mrs. R.
Rlch%r'l·.
Immediately after the noon interL. Powers was prevented from going
Uleason & Blanchard.
Stevenson.
mission on Tuesday was begun the trial
to sickness.
•219. John Broncharenko vs. Max Greenburg, owing
of the case, Sylvester B. Woodman vs.
Bert Wood has purchased a gasoline
appelant.
Stevenson.
Harriet B. Maxim. This was an action
McCarthy.
engine of Frank H. Beck. He is now
brought to recover for alleged false 3*20. Robaln *rsenault, appelant, ve. Wm. Fltz· engaged in sawing wood.
et
trustee.
Patrick
Geo. T. Tubbs has accepted a position
representations in the sale to Mr. WoodStevenson.
G lea ho α A Blanchard.
man of the farm in Hartford owned by
Foster.
with B. F. Spinney & Co. He has work·
Mrs. Maxim, who is the widow of Dr. 221. Rum ford National Bank vs. Ahmad Joseph ed with the firm before.
et al, appelant*.
Maxim. In the summer of 1903 Mr.
The Veranda Club are now arranging
G lesson A Blanchard.
Swasey.
Woodman, who had been in Wyoming
for a first class entertainment following
for several years, came to Maine with 23Λ. Naliuni W. Ilennett vs. R. Weymouth et ale a supper on Thursday, March 22d. It is
et trustee.
the intention of buying a farm for a
understood that the club contemplate
H. !I. Hastings.
Herilck A Park.
stock farm. The Maxim farm was the 247. W. H. Watson, appelant, va. Stan wood C. the erection of a club house on the tanfirst one he looked at, but according to
Wlthlngton.
nery lot in the near future.
w»tson. Manser.
Dyer.
his story of the transaction, learning at
A most pleasant gathering at the home
C.
Pearl
vs.
Chas.
Davis,
Alfred
appelant.
253.
the very outset on arriving at the farm
of Mrs. Agnes Bennett, Hazen Street,
Holt A Barnes.
Hazen.
that it was mush smaller than he wantIt was the eeventy-ninth birth23β. Alfred Pearl,appelant, vs.CharlesC. Davis. Friday.
ed, he abandoned all thought of purHolt A Barnes.
Hazen.
day of Mrs. Bennett. The company preinformation
chase. Later, on receiving
sented her with very useful presents and
254. Herlxsrt L. Ames, appelant, vs. Wm. Mann
Stevenson.
from Mrs. Maxim's son-in-law, James E.
Fostir.
The evening
a purse of ten dollars.
L.
Holt.
farm
was
than
it
Ernest
the
that
Co.
ve.
Harvester
255. Deerlng
Irish,
was passed with music, selections on tbe
larger
Harlow.
Richard*.
had been estimated, he returned, and on
and
recitations
songs.
phonograph,
Wright 4 Wheeler.
the statement of Mrs. Maxim that the
Refreshments were served just before
farm contained a total of 214 acres, he
o'clock.
at
ten
broke
the
up
company
NOTES.
bought it, paying $2830 for farm, stock,
The members of the Y. P. C. U. of the
The deputy sheriffs in attendance this Univerealist church held a very pleasant
crops and farming tools. Some time
afterward he found that the farm was term are Willie Π. Kilgore, North Water- meeting with Delia Noyes on WednesFrank E. DeCoster,
smaller than the acreage named, and ford;
Norway; day evening.
having it surveyed by an engineer he Stephen D. Jillson, Oxford; Stanwood
The express horse having waited with
and
Buck
113
1-4
acres.
He
found it to contain
C. Witbington,
Llewellyn patience at Haggett's shop for his driver
field;
also asserts that he was assured by Mrs. H. Fletcher, East Hiram.
Wednesday afternoon, started for bis
Maxim that the well in the yard had
stable. As he passsed on his homeward
As several causes had reduced the list
never failed to furnish sufficient water
be gathered speed until he astonishwas a trip
for the stock, but that soon after he of jurors available for duty, there
ed those who witnessed bis speed. He
iu
order
and
moved there the well gave out, and had short panel Friday morning,
arrived at the etable in the rear of the
were summoned.
been dry much of the time since, and to fill it some talesmen
store undamaged but the condition
case J. drug
in
the
the
For
Ray-Bisbee
jury
in which the runners were caused the
testimony was introduced for the plainCharles
and
Paris
of
South
W.
Chute
tiff to show that while Mrs. Maxim lived
carriage smith to smile.
Frost and Charles E. Freeman of Noron the farm much snow had been melted
The annual meeting of the Unlversaladded.
were
way
for water.
ist circle will be held at Concert Hall
it
is
asserted
that
Mr.
defence
For the
March 21st. A
Wednesday afternoon Fred B. Merrill Wednesday evening,
Woodman had ample opportunity bewill be furnished folof Bethel, who had passed the examina- first class supper
fore making the trade to examine the
of readings,
tion before the state board of bar ex- lowed by an entertainment
farm, the limits of which were well dewas admitted to the Oxford music, etc.
aminers,
fined by fences except on one boundary,
Tbe new supplementary catalogue of
bar on motion of Ellery C. Park, Esq.,
and that he did in fact go over quite a
books in the Norway Public Library
and the oath was administered by Clerk new
portion of it for examination; that no Whitman. Mr. Merrill is the son of is nearly completed. There will be
positive statements as to the acreage Edmund Merrill of Bethel. He has read 600 issued.
were made to him by any one, nor was
C. H. Leighton, who has for four
law in the office of Herrick & Park at
had charge of the Eastern
any statement made in regard to it that
Bethel, and has taken the course in the years past
was calculated to deceive him; and that
office here, left
Harvard Law School. He will continue Telephone Company's
he gave no sign of dissatisfaction with
Livermore Falls Thursday to take
for the present in the office of Herrick «1* for
his bargain for many months after occucharge of tbe company's construction
Park.
pying the place. The story of the nedepartment.
All are looking forward with great
gotiations for the purchase was gone
Books in Paris Public Library.
over in full detail, showing seme differ- New
expectation to the masquerade ball. It
ence in the interpretation of them by
The following is a list of the new books will without doubt be the affair of the
the two parties to the transaction. As in South Paris Public Library. Those season. Light refreshments will be furto the water supply, it is affirmed that wishing to borrow books will do well to nished at intermission.
the water in the well had never failed
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Shedd entertained
preserve this list:
Alice Brown. the members of Harry Rust Post and
previous to 1903, the year of the pur- Paradise.
was
a
of
the
most
Marion
Crawford.
which
Shall
Offend.
Whosoever
chase,
year
W. R. C. at their home on Main Street
Holman Day.
severe drouth ever known, and that the Squire Pliln.
All report a most
Norman Duncan. Thureday evening.
Doctor I.uke.
melting of snow which had been done Dr. Urenfell's Parish.
Norman Duncan. excellent gathering.
on the farm in previous years was for The Quest of John Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barker of Bath
Newell Dwlght ΓΠΙ1Ι».
the purpose of securing soft water, the
have been with Mrs. Barker's parents,
A Servant of the Republic.
Hope.
Anthony
water in the well being very hard.
Charles Kir g. Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schnuer, for a visit.
An Arm» Wife.
A
H. LpWlH.
Lester Cowan has been called to his
Swasey for plaintiff; Bisbee & Parker Qimojat Trull
Jack London.
Wolf.
The Sea
for defendant.
home in Hampden by tbe sickness of
Harold MacGrath.
Tbe Man on the Box.
This case occuDied a Dortion of TuesRalph Harriraan has reThe t'urple Parasol. George Barr McCutehcon. his mother.
George Barr Mc'iutcheon. turned to the store of F. P. Stone after a
day afternoon and all of Wednesday and Gruustark.
McCutcheon.
Barr
Grauetark.
of
George
to
Beverly
sickness of two weeks.
Thursday. The jury were sent out
η
Α
ΤΤ
Da.ta
D.IJ-.U aI
Craneycrow. Gtorge Barr McCutcheon.
consider it at the opening of court at Cantle
Kedra.
George Barr McCutcbeon.
remained
Ε.
P.
0:30 Friday morning· They
A Maker of History.
Oppenhclm. preached at the Norway Congregational
Myrtle Reed.
out until about 1 o'clock, when they The Master's Violin.
in exchange with Rev. B. S.
K. J. Stlmson. church
Then King Noanett.
were sent to the hotel to dinner.
J. H. Shorthouae. Hideout
Sunday. The congregation I
John Inirlesant
Booth Tarklngton. greatly appreciated Mr. Baldwin's inthey resumed work on the case, and The Conquest of Canaan.
Stanley Waterloo
about half-past three came in for addi- The Story of Ab.
sermon.
106.

Rurtt

Manufacturing Co.

vs.

John

when they were
unable to agree.

released, having

been

Edith Wharton.
Stewart Edward White,
Stanley J. Wevman.

Kate Douglas Wlggln.

W. R. A. Wilson.

VS.

BI8UEK.

Friday morning the trial of William H.
Kay vs. Harry H. Bisbee was begun.

I

plaintiff's

The

was

t.elaye.i

at

South Paris, Maine.

late or tbe

coal heaver called out, "Abe,
speech
they say you are the tallest man In the
United States, but I don't believe you
Liucolu reare any taller than I am."
plied, "Come up here and let us measure." The eoal heaver pressed his way
through the crowd and climbed on the
platform. where Lincoln and ho stood
back to back. Turning to Colonel Ellsworth, Lincoln said, "Which is the tall-

er?"

Colonel

Ellsworth,

being

so

Quarters
In winter, when the surface of the
ground in which it is accustomed to
burrow may become frozen or covered
with ice, the fiddler crab bores deep
into the mud or sand and stays until
spring. The black or mud fiddler fairly
riddles the meadow banks along the
The Fiddler Crab In Winter

salt creeks. It bores in, usually horizontally. and it may be as far as six
or eight feet from the face of the bank,
and then down into the mud at various
angles until it gets below the level of

the tide, which rises and falls through
the loose mud, in the fiddler crab's
burrow. There ure myriads of the
bluck fiddlers, and they so honeycomb
the bank that sometimes under the
added weight of ice gathered upon the

top of it the bank breaks down.—New
York Tribune.

A FAVORITE REMEDY FOR BABIES.
Its pleasant taste and prompt cures

have made Chamberlain's Cough Remedy

Inch, heavy, pure linen, unbleached crash, only
inch, heavy, pure linen, twilled, soft finish crash,
Bussian crash in heavy weave, pure linen, only
17 inch, extra heavy, pure linen, bleached crash,

20 1-2

Married.
In Andover, Feb. 22. by Rev. Samuel Holden,
Mr. W. E. Smith and Mrs. Gertrude Clark, both
of Portland
In Solon, Mar. 14, by Rev. Arthur Callahan,
Mr. Lincoln Chaplin and Mr·. Millie Barnes,
both of Oxford.
In North Waterford, Mar. 9, bv Rev. G P.
Fuller, Mr. James A llwrt Browu of North Waterford and Mita Fannie Burnham of Poland.
In Canton, Mar. 7, Mr. W. L. Roberts of Canton and M ha Edith Pursone of Hartford.

Died.
In South Parle, Mar. 15, Mra. Elizabeth Α.,
wlfo of Benjamin Bonnev, aged SI years.
In Barton Landing, vt., Mar. 5, Aaa Dean
Mathews, formerly of Paris, aged 71 years.
In Lewlston, Mar. IS, Leelle Carroll of Rumford Falla, aged 53 yeara.
In Bryant's Pond, Mar. 12. Alexander Day,
aged 57 years, 9 months, 29 daya.Sallna
(Staples)
In Eaat Hebron, Feb 28, Mrs.

Eires

Toung.

In Eaat Hebron, Charles Hereey of North Auburn. aged 21 rear·.
In Tacaon, Ariz., Feb. 9, of Brlght'a disease,
Almcron Roberts, formerly of Hanover, aged
59 yeara, 9 months, 10 daya.
In Mllford, Una Mar. 14, Misa Delia Bearce

of Hebron.
In Dracut. Mass., Feb. 28, at the home of her
daughter, Mra. Benjamin R. Bryant, Mra. Mary
J. Davis, w.dow of the late Dr. D. W. Davla of
Bethel, a?ed 81 years, 3 months, 28 days.
In Welchvllle. Mar. 8, Stella, wife of Arthur
Davis, aged 30 years.
In Lynn, Maas., Mar. 9, John A. Keene. forof
aged 84 years, 3 month·, 22

14c.
10c.
12 l-2c.

Term·, SI 00 per leeaon.—Special rate· for
beginner·.—Permanent addre··,
SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

.ijyil

NEW SPRING HATS

0?

f4i%

t\<

1 i
!

φ

For Men and Boys.

«

Our

new

The

new

hats

In derbies we have the Suffolk in
Other derbies $2.50 and
for
several blocks
$2.
Severn 1 shapes of the
added
We
hive
$3
best make of hats
soft hats in

Boyish
We know of

better garments

no

Hopkins'

Mrs. Jane
They're

bit better made,

a

style

and will

wear

I have

lot

a

than other clothes at the same price.
Bring your boy here for his next

$2.75

J. F. PLUMMER,
Clothier and Furnisher,

South Paris.

Square,

31 Market

WANTED.

Mete,. 1,eluded.

Eggs

ggLECTMRN OF PAEIS.

Hatching.

for

Barred Rocks

Wyandottes.

White

Also

limited number

a

Rose Comb

and

displayed

Rhode Island

setting of 15. $4 per
w. c. THAYER,

75c. per

100.

FAVOR,

I have decided to clone out my business and shall therefore offer my entire
a great reduction.
15c. and 30c.
79c. to $1» 00 One Lot Neckwear,
7c. to 38c.
$2.08 to 3.08 One Lot Pins, Combs, etc.,
8.88 to 7.50 One Lot Cotton Underwear, 19c. to 38c.
38c. to 1*2.00
NOc. to 1.00 One Lot White Skirts,
l!*c. to 38c.
38c. to 7!'c. One Lot Babies' Dresses,
75c. to $1.00
3Sc. to 79c One Lot Babies' IJresses,
75c. to $1.50
19c. and 38c. One Lot Babies' Coats,

One Lot of Furs,
One Lot of Skirts,

Coats,
Wrappers,

One Lot Rain

One Lot Corsets,
One Lot Outing Robes,

One Lot Vests and Pants,

10c., 19c. and .'{8c. Ribbon

One Lot Ilose,
These are a few of

eight o'clock

our

and will close

need of any of the above.

Saturday,

18-4

136 Main

STOMACH

TROUBLES

St., Norway

We also have the

Lady Washington Boot for $2.00
We will guarantee you
We make a specialty of
all kinds of comfort shoes for both house and street wear.
Made

expressly

for

enlarged j

comfort if you will let

us

<ints.

fit ) ou.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Tolophouo 11B>8.

AND

F. A. SHURT*

LE Κ Κ Λ CO. OKKEIt SIMPLE REMEDY.

life of modern tiroes
Tbe
forces people to rush through tbeir
meals hastily, hurrying from the table in
tbe mad rush after the almighty dollar.
The result is incomplete digestion, inflammation of tbe walls of tbe stomach,
and lack of secretion of tbe gastric
juices, ending in chronic stomach trouble
strenuous

breakdown.
How much better it would be to eat
more slowly, cure tbe stomach trouble
with Mi-o-na, and soon regain perfect
The headaches, sleeplessness,
health.

and

at

Soft
We have a line of Women's Unlined Hoots for $3.00.
Vici Kid, rubber heel. They are very comfortable and durable, if you have trouble with your feet they will please you.

g^*tur*
/Ί&
°<

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
Tl· Kind You Hate Always Bought

nervous

ITS I1KA1.ING
TARKUAI.

(.

llAI.SAMS

KIM.

AU.

<

Α·

KKM8.—80Ι.Ι» IÎNDKH GUAR·

ANTKK BV F. A

8HURTLEKF * CO.

There is no more common disease
than catarrh, and none that is more
dangerous. It weakens and debilitate·
the whole «y at em, if it is allowed to run,
leads to serious, and sometimes fatal

complications.
It is a note-worthy

FOR ANY PAIR

fact that among
the many medicines and treatments for
catarrh, there is only one which F. A.
Shurtletf & Co. sell under their positive
guarantee to refund the money if it doe·
not

cure,—Hyomei,

Nature'·

remedy

for the cure of catarrh.
Xo dangerous drugs are takon into the
stomach when Elyomei is used. Breathed through the small pocket inhaler that
comes with every Hyomei outfit, it· healing balsams penetrate to the most remote cells of the throat, nose and lung·,
killing the germs of catarrh, healing the
irritated mucous membrane and making
complete and lasting cures.
The complete Hyomei outfit, consisting of au inhaler that can be carried in
the purse or vest pocket, a medicine
Pharmacist.
dropper, and a bottle of Hyomei, coats
only II. The inhaler will last a lifetime,
Next to Poet Office. South Parla.
can be
while extra bottles of
procured, whenever needea, for only Γ>0
cents.
P. A. Sburtleff λ Co. are «elling a
many Hyomei outfit· at this season,
good
Move
It's
and they have so much confidence in tbe
that tbey guarantee to refund
as remedy
I wiah to say to the
the money in case it does not cure.
ou
built
there is to be a store-houie

OF SCISSORS IN
THE

WINDOW

AT

BROOKS—The

fly

People's Water Company.

—

HYOMEI CURES CATARRH.

I

»

THE STRENU- 17
OUS LIFE Cents
BREAKDOWN.

began Saturday, Feb. 24,

Vow is your time to buy If in

LiUNT,

E. NT. SWETT, Manager.

On March 2id. IDOtf, the Superintending School
Committee of the town of 1'nrl* will con liter
bid» f »r the transportation of pupils for the
ensuing term or term·* In thi following district·,
viz : Had, Bolster, Snow's Falls, Whltttmorc,
All bid» must
Steirni Mid districts, so-called.
be In writing, sealed, and presented to the underslgned before noon of March 22d,' 11M5. Information as to routes may be had of the Superintendent of School».
1 he right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
For the town of Part'.

IN

This sale

M irch 31.

M.

TRANSPORTATION.

PHYSICAL

one-half.

Women's Unlined Boots $3

Town of Pari·.

RESULTS

at

Shall also sell my Household Furniture,
Refrigerator, Chairs, Parlor Set*, Couch,

bargains.
Carpets, Chamber Sets, Side Board,
Dining Table and all Household Articles.

Pleasant St., South Paris, Me

SALESMEN WANTED
To look after our Interest In Oxford and adcounties.
Salary or Commission. Aildiess
Jjacent
THE HARVEY OIL CO,
Cleveland, O.

Dog and Cat
My prices' are lower
bought of me FREE.
line of

stock at

Telephone

of

in town.

and I mark all collars

L.

Reds.

36

ever

ever

largest

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

One Lot

Man ami wife to carry on l'art* Town Farm
from April 1. Also, all brine In bille agalnxt tho
town of Parte, Itemize and <late thim, school

MAINE.

91 Main St., Norway, Maino.

$5.00.

to

FOSTER,

received the

JAMES N.

suit.

Prices

just

Collars
than

longer

and many other

Dog Collars Marked Free!

Kind.
smarter in

pearl

NORWAY,

Proper Clothes

than the

$2.

B.

—

play in, easy fitting, comfortable
clothes that allow fredom of move
ment for boyish muscles.

on

black, gray,
to

Η.

Boys

DEMAND

This hat retails for $5 and is the
t'ie in irket. Other st)les in

Stetson soft hat.

shapes, $1

to

in

come

striking styles.

nIkïJ\M HOPKINS Ap C.
( I0THIS/J SCHOOI ΒΟϊν

—

of hats and caps is here.
a large number of new and

spring stock

after eating,
nervous troubles, pain
merly
Norway,
specks before the eyes, backaches, meldaya.
80
In Norway, Mar. 10, Nazal re Bedard, aged
ancholy and gloomy foreboding would
years, 4 month·
be soon overcome and perfect health and
In Oxford. March, Washington Dean.
In Dtxflelu, Mar. 8, Clnrlos Eustl·, aged 76 strength would be restored.
year·.
Proper treatment of the weakened
In Hiram, Mar. 10, Mrs Abby, wife of .lame·
system with Mi-o-na will cure
digestive
65
about
year*.
Evans, aged
reevery case of stomach trouble. The
sults of this treatment are so astonishing
and so pronounced, that those who have
sat,
tried it never fail to appreciate its value the lot where my Harness
as a healing agent.
to move shop and busI was
ANNUAL MEETING.
So reliable Is Mi-o-na in cuiing all
of
iness up
my house, on corner
forms of stomach weakness and troubles
Avenue,
Western
and
Street
Gothic
that F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed
The annual meeting of the, Peo- guarantee that tbe remedy will cost nearly opposite Ε. B. Clifford's grofor the election nothing unless it cures. Each box of eery store, Saturday, March 10th.
Water
δΟ cents, aid is invalu- Where I shall do business for the
of officers will be held at the office of Mi-o-na sells forwho
suffers with indigesable to anyone
a lot or
could not

ple's

12 l-2c.

19

required.

In Greenwood, Mar. 16, to the wife of Rawson
Martin, a con.
In 1'aiia, Mar. 14, to the wife of Leelle E.
Newell, a daughter.
In West Parti, Mar. 10, to the wife of Edgar L.
Wood, a daughter.
In North Fryeburg. Mar. 9, to th«s wife of
Artemus G rover, a daughter.
In Milton Plantation, Feb. 23, to the wife of
Clevi> Hr m'ngwav, a ilaugbter.
In N< rth Bucktleld. Feb 8. to 'hi wlfo of Mordaunt Rowe. a eon, Mordaunt Rowe, Jr.
In West Pari*. Mar 10, to the wife of Charles
F. Scott, a daughter, Effle Evelyn.

10c.
12 l-2c.

children and

favorite with mothers of small children.
Wanted.
It quickly cures their coughs and colds
work on a farm, one who
to
Man
of
and prevents an? danger
pneumonia
It not understands ca'tle, homs and genor other serious consequences.
only cures croup, but when given as eral farm work. Must be tempefate.
soon as the croupy cough appears will Reference
prevent the attack. For sale by ShurtLEVI S. BARTLETT,
leff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Kingston, Ν. H.
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Nor-

ΒΟΓΠ.

only

—

a

way.

Sc.
10c.

TEACHER OF VIOLIN,
Spohr's Method.

much

Hhorter, could uot tell, so he climbed on
the guard mil and. putting his band
across the top of the heads of the two
men, said, "I believe they are exactly
the same helght." Then Lincoln and
the coal heaver turned around and
faced each other. The crowd shouted
loudly when Lincoln took the black,
sooty hand of the coal heaver In his and
gave a hearty handshake to the man
who was his equal—in he!i;ht.—Thomas
H. Tibbies in Success Magazine.

β l-2c.

Springfield, Mau.

an

a

17 inch, heavy, pure linen, unbleached crash, only
18 Inch, heavy, pure linen, bleached craah, soft finish,
10 inch, fine pnre linen, unbleached craah, only

only

SCHOOL.

VIOLIN

SCHEDA

a

The qualities of .the goods are far above price Indications.
If unable to
visit the store, send us mail orders, which will have our careful attention.

Carl S. Briggs,

Interview

Fr.-edom, l'a., by

14 1-2 Inch unbleached crash, pure linen and soft finish,
inch, pure linen, unbleached, soft finish crash, only

the

place

We have made

18

coming season.
MRS. MATILDA J. MERRILL,

at the old

buyer.

many of which are "Steven»". Housekeepers
know the worth of "Stevens" Crashes and will take advantage of this sale.

FOR SALE

Coal Hearer.

•iccliUnt to a freight train that was a
Ut le way ul.ea !. Lincoln was accompunied by Major Sumner and Colouel
lûlmer Ellsworth of the celebrated regiNeither Major Summent of zouaves.
ner nor Colouel Ellsworth was tall, aud
as they stood beside Lincoln ou the rear
platform while lie made his address
they loohe.l sho.'ter than they really
were.
At the close of Lincoln's short

Mrs. À. J. Stearns gave a dinner party
to several friends on last Friday at her
home on Orchard Street.
The post office contest eeems to be on
The two candidates are
at present.
Jeese P. Edwards, present axsistant postmaster, and Charles S. Alters, with F. H.
Noyes Co. Mr. Stiles' commission exabout the last of April. Mr. Stiles
as been a most satisfactory and efficient
poetmaster, for eight years
The annual meeting of Oxford Council,'
ί No. 14, R. & S. M., was held at the
Manonic Hall, Friday evening. The at-

payment·.

Little

And GOOD NEWS for the careful

heavy purchase of Crashes,

The 0. K. and Paris
Plows, also repairs

Vv'he.i L.n.vi.n was o.i Lis way to asthe odkv οι president the traiu

teresting

C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
Lightning Conductor.
C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
Poems Every Child Should Know.
Mary E. Burt.
Russell Doubleday.
This was an action for personal injuries, Stories of Inventors.
Russell
Doubleday.
to
College.
iisbee runs a saw mill in Sweden, in Cattle-Ranch
R. H. Lewis.
A Gunner Aboard the "Yankee."
which Ruy, whose home is in Waterford, Fairy Tales Every Child Should Know.
Hamilton W. Mable.
and who is now 22 years of age, was
The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood.
formerly employed. On the 5th of June,
Howard Pvlc.
C. G. D. Roberts.
1005, while employed running a cutting Red Fox.
Roosevelt..
About twenty
off saw in this mill, Ray met with an ac- Th^Hlore
tendance was large.
of the West. Vol. I.
The
cident by whfcch his left hand wan Th « Winning
visitors were present from Brunswick.
Winning of the We'L Vol. II.
a
and
all
the
so
that
III.
West.
Vol.
Tlie session lasted nearly all night. The
Angers
The Wlnn ng of tbe
mangled
Winning of the West. Vol. IV.
election resulted as follows:
portion of the palm bad to be amputated, The
Trail.
and
the
Ranch Life
Hunting
leaving only the thumb and a portion of Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter.
T. I M —Herntin L. Bartlott.
D. M.-Watttr L. «ray.
the palm. As described by the witnesses, Oliver Cromwell.
P. C. W.—Percv M Walker
Jacob A. RIR
this saw was rigged so that the operator The Making of an Amorlcan.
Treapurer— Ilowatd D. 8mltti.
Manners.
of
Good
Book
The
elands in front, and taking bold of a
P. Barnen.
Recorder—Cbar'ea
Mr·. Burton Klngsland.
Finance Committee—Eugene F. Smith, Bill F.
Thomas Hulflnch.
brake pulls the saw toward him to make Age of Chivalry.
Holme*.
and
W.
tieo.
Bradbury
the cut, then lets go the brake and the
Hon. Wm. L. Scribner of Springfield,
The saw
saw returns into the hood.
The Court Temperance Meeting.
of the board of prison inspectors, visited
frame was so hung that the weight of it
Ae is usually the cue, the court tem- his siatei^ Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury, this
with nothing attached would carry the
In order to re- perance meeting Wednesday evening at week.
saw out into the table.
out a good
Col. George F. Thompson, Dr. Ε. H.
turn it to the hood a rope was attached the court house brought
from this village and Andrews and Dr. Charles E. Johnston of
to the brake, thence carried over a pul- audience, not only
in
those
temporarily
Brunswick were of the party who visited
ley, and at the end of the rope was an Norway, but from
Col.
town to attend court. The meeting was Oxford Council Friday evening.
iron weight.
Clifford of Thompson is the T. I. M. of Mount
At the time of the aocident Ray had called to order by Rev. H. A.
Methodist church. Vernon Council, No. 2, of Brunswick.
just cut off the scarf end of a log to the South Paris
Hcrrick of Bethel had been ex- Dr. Johnston was formerly a Norway
square it up, and the piece out off had Judge
but was unable to be boy and married Dr. F. E. Drake'· sister.
dropped into the saw groove in the table. cepted to preside,
reasou of illness, and Hon.
Kay reached down with his left band to present by
acted aa chairman of ALWAYS KEEPS CHAMBERLAIN'S
pick up this piece, when his hand came James S. Wright
was offered by
in contact with the saw and waa mangled. the meeting. Prayer
COUGH REMEDT IN HIS HOUSE.
this was followed
It is the contention of the plaintiff that Rev. Mr. Clifford, and
"We would not be without Chamberthe accident was caused by the breaking by a selection by the Sohubert Quar- lain1·
Cough Remedy. It is kept on
the
of a wire by which the pulley over which tette, which sang three times during
W.
made by Mr. hand continually in our home," says
the rope ran was fastened to one of the evening. Remarks were
W. Kearney, editor of the Independent,
of
Rideout
S.
B.
Rev.
Norway,
rafters of the mill. The breaking of this Wright,
what
of Lowry City, Mo. That It just
wire released the saw frame, and allowed County Commissioner R. L. Taylor
should do. When kept at
family
of
S.
Cotton
E.
every
Rev.
Norway,
and
of
own
its
Mexico,
it to drop forward
weight
a cold may be
of East Sumner, J. H. hand ready for instant use,
bring the saw against Ray's hand. It is W. H. Eastman
! checked at the outi*t and cured in much
J.
William
and
Maxim
P.
S.
danwaa
construction
the
Bean,
! leu time than after it has become aettled
alleged that
of South Pari·, Adelbert Delano
gerous, and the wire too small and of Wheeler
Thla remedy is also
Dean in the system.
Commissioner
of
bold
to
Canton,
County
the
weight,
insufficient strength
Β. β. ! without a peer for croup in children,
and that it waa a matter of eegligence A. Ballard of Fryebnrg, Sheriff
when given
Jailer W. L. and will prevent the attack
for which the owner of the mill was Mclntire of Waterford,
or
Some as soon as the ohild become· bonne,
liable to maintain it in that shape. No Farrar and Rev. H. A. Clifford.
even after the croupy cough appear·,
all
were
bat
were
brief,
one was with Ray at the time of the ac- of the speeches
be done when the remedy
and which can only
cident, and there waa not much direct earnest in advocating temperance,
is kept at band. For sale by Shurtleff
in
were
them
most
of
opposing
acin
which
the
emphatic
evidenoo as to the way
under 4 Co., South Paris; Jone· Drag Store,
cident happened, but the broken wire resubmission, or any movement
Oxford; Noyea Drag Store, Norway.
toward
name
whatever
legalizlooking
!
in
evldenoe.
was produced
The meeting was
aale
of
the
the
Introduced
was
liquor.
evidence
ing
bj
No
Dr.
Glaases on weekly
wu kept lively
defence, but the oaae was argued after two hour· in length, and
Parmenter. Rend my ad.
evidence waa u, the de- ail the time.
the
BAY

α

sume

π

The House of Mirth.
The 811eut Places.
starve Crow Farm.
Rose o' the River.
A Knot of Blue.
The Princess Passes.

Pica·.; η t

With

|

instructions.
tional
Retiring again,
they remained until about 8 o'clock,

0. K. Plows

HIS EQUAL IN HEIGHT.
Llm-nla'a

CRASH NEWS

I» m rtm*, «m AUSSI ΓΟΟΤ-ΚΑΜ.
Shake lato your «hoee Alton·» root-Eaae. a
powder. It core· Cora·, Bnnloi>a._Pali»fiil,
Smarting, Hot, 8woIleii fee». At ell Druggl*·
end Shoe Store*. 2Se. Sample Fmkw. Adore··,
▲Ilea S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Κ. T.

obliged
by

Hyomei

Again.

public,
Shop

Company

TRY ME

$2 Shoes for Ladies

Correct in style, easy and comfortget
able in every way.
the square.
Those that have harnesses or parts
GEORGE M. AT WOOD, Treae.
WANTED.
that have been repaired and left here
South Paris, Me., Mar. 17, 1906
Two men for general farm work. for a long time, I wish woulJ call
with patent and stock tip.
Also
NOTICE.
for them as soon as convenient
Good wages for the season.
TO WW OF ΡΑΒΙ·.
a pair of hand made st-cond
I
have
N
MAINE SANATORIUM,
Every owner or keeper of a do« more than
hand driving harnesses in good confour month· old, ahall annually, before the flrat
numberHebron, Maine. dition for $10.
be
registered,
day of April, canae It to
Hoping to hold
ed.deacrlbed and Uoenaed for one year, la the
I remain, yours We invite your careful inspection of
as
the
trade
where
the
town
la
btfore,
oierk
office of the town
your
dog Is kept, and shall keen aronnd Its neck a
for business,
Pullets for Sale.
the TRY ME.
marked with the owner*· name
collar

the Treasurer on Saturday,
at five o'clock, p. m.

Apr. 7th,

tion,

nervousness or

present, as I
building nearer

weak stomach.

Made in Kid

Box Calf.

dlAtlDctly
Whoever keep· a
and Ma registered number.
Twelve
dog contrary to the foregoing provisions ahall
ahall go to
of
which
one-half
forfeit ten doliara,
of ones.
any complaluart and one-h»If to the treaanry
: the town; and all dog* not Uoenaed according to
law ahall forthwith be kilted.
W.J. WIIEELER, Town Clerk.
Dec. 4,
Parla, March β, 1906.

!

1

1

May-hatched pullets,

'05.

A.

J. PENLEY,

nice

E8. L.

Parlln,

Haraeas Maker,

Maine.

South Paris, Me. South Parie,
I

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Pari*.

#

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

A

DAILY
PAPER.

ΤΗΔΤΒΗ'β

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Meat Market.

—

constantly

Fresh meats of all kinds

on

hand.

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh tish artivee every Monday after-

and Thursday morning.

noon

shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.
Am

patterns and clean

to closc· out odd
up stock-

T. Tliayer.

SOUTH PARIS.

MARKET SQUARE,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Wood for Sale.
well seasoned.
R. F. D. 2,

MAINE.

NORWAY.

South Paris.

sleighs

at

at

Franklin

dragged.

({nolitiuD.

Tuesday

p. M.

South Paris, Maine.

Also Window ά Door Fram

-s.

of any kln<l of Klnleh for ln*ltle or
It lu
Pine Lam
>ut.<>l'!t- work. sen·! !n your onlere
>cr ami Shingle· un han-1 theaj» for Ca»h.

Planing. Sawing

Mouldings s,!L

and Job Work.

Mitchwl Hard Woo<l Kloor Koartlt for «al*

CHWDLGR.

Grade Portrait Work

Went Sumn.T.

Crayon, Water color,

Maine.

....

Furniture, Household

specialty.

Goods.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

My
every

SOUTH PARIS. have

auction

rooms

fw Infants and Children.

TkaKiai Van Han Ahnp Bought

SCRUBBING FLOORS A GOOD DEVELOPER

Scrubbing floors is a good developer.
The position maintained while doing this
work resembles one frequently made use
of in the exercise of medical science.
The scrubbing brush should be changed
from one hand to another. This work
exercises the muscles of the forearm,
upper arm, chest and abdomen; the back
should be held as straight as possible,
chest up, the abdomen drawn in. It is a
good exercise to raise up the vital
organs.

poems.
3. An undeveloped flower or branch.
4. A masculine nickname.
5. A letter.
So. 4S.-Hrvfr«iblr

Word·.

on my bicycle,
1. 1 like to take a
the tires.
but liiMrer runs after and
2. It was funny to watch the haughty
In his easy chair.
Spanish
the honor more than
3. I do not
—

—

my

Where Trouble* Fly.
A crowd of troubles passed her by
As she with courage waited.
She said, "Where do you troubles fly
When you are thus belated?"
"We go," they said, "to those who mope,
Who look on life dejcctcd.
Who weakly say goodby to hope—
We go where we're expected."
—Farm Journal.
Key

heavy beds,

1. Love.

Saturday afternoon.
anything to sell or wish

2.

No. 35.—Word Square:
Over. 3. Veto. 4. Eros.
No. 86.—Concealed Double Acrostic:
Centrais—Goldsmith. Third row—Trav-

1. Gate. 2. Ogre. 3. Lead. 4.
5. Seen. G. Male. 7. Isle. 8.
Then. 9. Here.
No. 37.—PI: Russia, San Marino.
Χυ. 3S.—Historic Scene: William Tell
after shooting an apnle off the head of
his son.
No. 31».—1Changed Préfixée: 1. Reform. 2. In form.
eller.

If you
to

buy,

A. D. PARK.
Bears the

Signature
of

has the best facilities in the world for
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. Mure than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
Λ call at the school will
or town, upon request.
FALL
convince vou of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiaton, Me.

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To

City

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any quantity desired.
CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

or

try

unwieldy trunks

to

a
gon, filed for probate last week, sets
pace in thought and phraseology.
Mr. Johnson, after signifying the disposition/ he wishes made of his property,
offers the following explanation and
further statement:
"Why I give all these things is because
[ want to have care taken of me. If I
get well from being sick, I will pay the
money which I owe and will also pay
for my burial."
The filing of the will for probate indicates that the testator did uot survive
his death, and should not be harshly
blamed if he failed to personally settle
with the sexton and the undertaker.
new

One would think the Laxative idea in
a cough syrup would have been advanced
lung before it was. It seems the onlv
rational remedy for Coughs and Colde
would be to move the bowels and clean
the mucous membranes of the throat and
lungs at the same time. Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar does this. It
is the Original Laxative Cough Syrup,
the best known remedy for Coughs,
Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.
Tastes gond and harmless. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.
"I don't eee your

□ uckstep."
"No; she's

always

wife

often,

or

;

The best safeguard against headache,

CARRIAGE

constipation

and liver troubles is DeWitt's Little Early Risers. Keep a vial
»f these famous little pills in the house
md take a dose at bedtime when yon
Feel that the stomach and bowels need
cleansing. They don't gripe. Sold by
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.

OF
TO

BODY

in some sort of

AND

FBO.

Household work necessitates a great
leal of walking, going to and fro, daring

v.

■■·■—-

"l'OME Uf AND HELP YOIBSELF."
"Hand me a banana. I say!" cried
Mr. Rooster. "I am so hungry I can
hardly see straight. Hand me a banana

two."
Bat Mr. Giraffe only laughed and
«aid: "There Is plenty of good, ripe
fruit up bore, partner. Come up and
or

shall let

everybody

know that you are

bore."
Thou he raised himself uiwu his toe9,
fnpped his wiugs and erowe<l as loud
he could, "Cock-a-doodle-doo-o-o-o-o!"
Niagara

in?"
"I believe she is
now."

trying

to save

right thing if you have Nasal
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and
snuffs, for they contain cocaine. Ely's
Do the

Some hunters who were near by
heard the rooster and came running to
ihe scene. They threw a lasso about
the giraiTr-'s neck and took him away
fo spend the rest of his days in a cir-

we all should keep,
To make life happy and bright,
Smile in the morning, smile at noon,
Take Rocky Mountain Tea at night.
P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Three little rules

When

, ■oot

\

peel!ng onions, begin

end and

a, 1903.

NOTICE.
The 6ubsorll>cr hereby given notice that she
ha» decn duly a|)polnted administratrix of the
estate of
ΛΚΤΚΜΛ8 L. HRR8EY, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceaaed, and given
All |»ereone having
bonds as tfe law directs
demands against the estate of eald deceased an
Icslred to present the «unie for settlement, an·
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make prty■ncnt Immediately.
HELOHE Ε II ERS Ε Y.
Feb. 20th, 1906.

"She's really not cultured. She says
she can't understand Browning at all."
"But one may be cultured and yet not
understand Browning."
'Of course, one may not understand it,
but one should never admit it."

If you are troubled with piles and
can't find a cure, try Witch Hazel Salve,
but he sure you get that made by E. C.
DeWitt & Co., Chicago. It is the OrigiWitch Hazel
nal. If you have used
Salve without being relieved it is probable that you got hold of one "f the many
worthless counterfeits that are sold on
the reputation of the genuine DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co.
An elderly gentleman, oppoeed to the
of tobacco, approached a young man
who stood on a street corner smoking a
cigar, and asked him severely: "How
use

day do you smoke?"
the reply. "How much
do you pay for them?" he went on.
"Fifteen cents each," replied the young
"Do you realize?" went
man, patiently
on his inquisitor, "that if you would
eave that money, by the time you are as
old as I am you would own that big
building on the corner?" "Do you own
it?" inquired the smoker. "No," was
the response. '"Well, I do," said the
many

cigars

"Three,"

a

was

young man.

Important to Mothers.
TtTmlrw carefully every bottle of CA8TOHIA,
a aafe and rare remedy for Infants and children,
and see that it

Ά

ί2^β"

In Use For Over 30 Tear·.
The Kind Ton Bave Alwayi Bought.

asked for.

Yes,

in' for

yoa've kept
nearly an hour.
>ir.

But

him wait-

rushed in rapid haste to the dry parts
an·! finally to the moss, and the fox.
when he has, according to his calculation, allowed sufficient time for all the
fleas to take their departure, quietly

Always Bought

Bears the

Signature
of

Use!
For Over
Thirty Years

I
I
1

1
In the matter of
HENRY L. RUSSELL,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the créditera of Henry L.

nu
TH« OCHT*WH tOUMNT. MM TO·· cm,

{In Rankr lptcy.

Russell, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on ti e 10th day of
March, A. D. 190β, tue eald Henry L. Russell was
duly udjudlcated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Parle, on the 28th day of Mar.,
A. D. 11MI, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, et which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, Mar. 12. 1906.
·*■·
Λ WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrupt/·*·.

j

Bank|

—

In
One

1906.

is a twenty page national illustrated agricultural weekly
for farmers and their families, and stands at tbe head of
the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical

Year

For

to secure the largest possible profit
through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful tu
farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interest* it

farmers, helping them
from the farm

$1.75.

tbe

But

covers

in an attractive manner.

The regular price is §1.00 per year, but until March 31,
NEW
1000, we will receive your subscription for THE
YOKK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own
favorite local newspaper, Til Ε DEMOCRAT, South Pari·,

Must

Maine.

Be

Boll) Papers One Year for Only $1.15.

Received

By

Send your order and money to THE DEMOCRAT.
Your name aud address oo a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will bring

March

Mcdlclne*.

31,

THE NEW-YORK
TRIBUNE FARMER

104

Typewrit ers Subscriptions

opens his mo ith. The moss floats off
down the stream with its burden of
fleas, nnd wl en it is out of jumping
reach the fox finds its way to the bank,
much relieved.

MARCH

REMEMBER
THE
LIMIT

Corporation

—

Hon. Jake Moore of
says:
"I suffered more than 20 yearR with inKofriend
recommended
digestion A
dol. It relieved me in one day and I
uow enjoy better health than for many
years." Kodol digests what you eat, relieves sour stomach, gas on stomach,
belching, etc. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

The Kind You Have

NOTICE.
lu the Idstric'. Court of the United State* for th·
In B-mkruptcy.
of
Maine.
District

1906.

Dyspepsia
Atlanta, Ga.,

For Infants and Children.

NOTICE OF FOBECLOHJItE.
WHEREAS, Surah J. Illgglns, of Denmark, tu
the County of Oxfonl >■ n<l State of Maine, bv her
< ctomortgage deed, <1ate<l the twentieth day of
ber. Α. I». 1899. and recorded In Oxfonl. Wextern
DUtrlrt, Registry of Deeds, l»ook 83, page 487.
a certain lot or
conveyed to me, the unders'gned.
In said Denmark, In aald
parcel of land situated
and described
bounded
and
of
Oxford,
County
as follows. 10 wit: Hounded on the west by land
now or formerly of H. M Moxcey, on the north
Hilton
by lard now or formerly of Alphonse
and E'mcr Hale, on the epet by )nn«l now or
on
the
south
ami
bj
M.
H.
Moxcey,
of
formerly
the county road leading from the hount of ··
M. Moxcey to the luuse of Alphonso Hilton,
ιιη
being the sann· premises thj^rcre conveyed
to said Surnh J. Hlgglns I>y4mgene lllgirlnf·.
\nd, whereat·, the conation of euld mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, bv rea"on «·1
tho breach of the condition thereof, I claim a 1
foreclosure of aald mortgage.
GEO. W. GRAY.
Dated till* 2d day of March, Λ. D. I90tj

Pythi.in

Thirty-first.

"There is a lingular idea that preyou a free sample copy.
vails ammg. many people that if a little is a good thing more Is better," said
a
physician, "and an incalculable
There are
amount of harm Is done.
cases where a little quinine does good,
and the patient, instead of going to u
for I
physician and finding out how much he measure every typewriter—quality the
for attribute—by
In the first place you should know that Paroid
wants, buys a quantity at a drug store quality—attribute
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
and takes so much that it Is a positive
In 18!·8 the U. S.
ten years and has stood tbe test.
detriment. When persous have been
Government used a largo amount of it in Cuba; four
sick and obtained α prescription, they
so
it
satisfactory, they
having proved
years later,
Imagine they know Just what to do the
ordered 1.200,0<K) feet for shipment to Manila, and
next time they are aillug and increase now approach It In responsiveness—lit have now used
feet of it. The
million
square
many
How reiemblc
the dose, often with most disastrous mechanical perfection.
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
In appearance· design and finish. Its
It
results. The careless use of medicine
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bide on imitaIncreasing fame makes permanent the tions were submitted.
Railroads, manufacturers aud
by those not familiar with its conse- Standard—
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
quences causes more trouble than alThe sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,
most any other source of ailment to
year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
which the human body is subject."
Imitations are Never so Good.
We have handled Paroid tor about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 100.) we sold enough to take the plaie of
CO.',
TTPEVVRirEIt
USI>KltWOOI>
Marrlnjto In Scotland.
700,(XX) shingles.
241 Broadway, 2Vew York.
Even for a man to address a woman
It is practically fireproof; the National Association of Fire Underwriters
as his wife, either by writing or by
Portland, Me.
7β Exchange St
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinder*.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingle*,
speech, and for her to rcspoud in the
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity ami thickness used,
same terms constitutes marriage lu
60 YEAR8'
than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of lay: 111: tbe
Scotland. Any one who has ever read
There are many roofs so ll it that shingles are entirely unsuitable,
EXPERIENCE
shingles.
Wiikie Collins* novel, "Man and Wife,"
while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part <>f the
will remember there a case in point.
cost. Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows. By using Paroid
The heroine sends a note to the hero,
it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with llat roofs at a big saving
signing herself "Your Wife." He is
in material. We have the well knowu Neponset Red Rope Rooting which is an
excellent low-priced roof, good for live years or more. Also the Neponset lîlack
sufficiently careless and indifferent to
writ ο hii reply on the back of her own
Paper. We shall be pleased to furnish samples and further informa-

We want to
You

Commercial Brains

a

spin

yarn about

Underwood,

letter and signs himself "Your Husband."
This note, crumpled up and
tossed aside as of no value, falls Into
the hands of :?n unscrupulous person,
who. to levy blackmail on the hero,
keeps it and produces it as evidence
of marriage. No other form had heeu
gone through, and yet the couple were
married legally.—Chicago Record-nerald.
Aliray· Raining.
Tln-re is a group of islands to the
south of Now Zealand called the Sisters. or Seven Sisters, which are reputed to he subjected to α practically constant rainfall. The same may be sakl
of the Islands and mainland of Tierra
del Fuego. saving for the difference
that the rain often takes the form of
sleet and snow*.
On a line running
round the world from four to eight or
nine degrees there are patches over
which rain seldom ceases to fall. This
Is called the "zone of constant precipitation." but at the same time there are
several localities along It with very
little rainfall.

Patents

Λ η rone «en <11 η β
anlckly m certain

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
«ketch and description may

a
our

opinion froo whether

an

sent free, (««lest agency for securingpatent*.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recelfe
xcUil notice, without chnrge, in the

Scientific American.

dr.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest
93 a
culatlon of any scientific Journal. Term·,
—-y——
year : four months, IL Sold by all_pew«dealere.

Co/
ilNN 8 -JieiB^'NewYort
Branch Offloe. 625 F Bt, Washington, D. C.

Spectacles and
Eyeglasses

Waterproof
application.

tion on

S. P.

Always

FOR SALE.
quality,
good

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
on

25c.

Bos.

We Do all Kinds of....

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clcsnari ar.il tu au· Π» the h»ir.
I'roinotc* α laxuiiint fcruwln.
Κ-ver Vail a to liesU>.o Ony
Κnir to ito youthful Color.
C-r.'j »c»:p 0 ·«.<·« /; h: 'τ ill.lug.
£1)c. «mlf I-IV at

OPTICIAN,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Remember the Full Name

I .axative Rromo

Samuel Richards,

GRADUATE

SON, Agents,

MAXIM &

Soutb. Paris, Maine.

WARRANTED TO FIT.

The End of Knowledge.
Some men think that the gratificatlon of curiosity is the end of knowlSecond
dry, hard wood,
edge, some the love of fame, some the
all round,
size, $3 50 per cord,
pleasure of dispute, some the necessity
This is a good trade.
of supporting themselves by their delivered.
second
Also
later,
green, all
knowledge, but the real use of all
knowledge Is this—that we should ded- round.
E. W. PENLEY,
icate that reason which was given as
A. K.
by God to the use and advantage of
man.—Bacon. 1

JOB PRINTING.
Afwonri * Fort»*». SntifH Pir··

yUAKJiiK

y—\i

-m

1

ΚΑi\(jrJl/

quality

JACKSON.

GERMAN AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY

Very Rare.
Dealer In Antiques—Here are two
very rare revolvers.
New York City, lïiw York.
Customer—What is their history?
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1005.
"They were carried by Columbus."
$ IS,000 00
"What! Revolvers weren't Invented Renl Estate
211.000 no
Mortgage Loans
12 33 ! 477 <>0
«η Columbus' time."
Stocke and Bonds
on
y<9.70ft
and
office
Uank,
"I know. That's what makes them Cash In
942 502 06
Agents' Balances
50,489 31
so rare."
Interest and Kent»

A. GUABANTBBD CURE FOB PILBS.
at the
Inperflaoua.
Itchinfe, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
the
onions
and
peel upward,
Pile·. Druggists are authorised to reMlstreee—Didn't the ladles who callpossible? And he was iriU scarcely affect your eyes at all.
Fund money if Paso Ointment falls to ed leave cards? Bridget—They wanted
>nly married last week.
jure in β to 14 day*. 60 cent·.
Smith—That's what I said.
to, ma'am, but I towled thlm ye had
A sure core for nasal catarrh is, dieav yer own, and better ones
ιοίνβ a teaspoonfnl of boraoic aoid
When a woman says she has been pllnty
ΓΟ CURB A COLD IN ONE DAT >owder and a
saltspoonful of salt in half working hard it it a sign she has been too.—Life.
rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets, ι t pint of boiling water. Use about three, )ut calling all day; and when ahe say·
Command largo Hold·, bat cultivate
druggists refund money if it fail* to { Imes a day, lukewarm, by pouring a ihe has had a quiet restful day at home,
( iure.
E. W. Gaova's signature ia on ] ittle Into th· palm of the hand and draw· ι he ha· been making olothee (or the mall oa4*.-Ylrgll.
>v
Λ
•ok box. Μβ.
j Bg through the nostril.
ihlldra.
Smith—Poor Jones! I hear he's lost

lis mind.
Brown—It is

Welchville, June

Dear Sirs:—
Our three children had what we called worm fits. We began to give them
"L. F." Bitters, and they have not had
This was three years ago,
one since.
and I have them on hand all the time
and give them to the children.
Yours truly,
W. A. PRATT,
Box 42, Welchville, Me.
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters,
or old,
a household remedy for young
all stores.
35 cents a bottle at

hereby

stomach,

mu

Vsinjj This Remedy

South Paris Savings

In the spring time you renovate your
which the head should be held back, house. Why not your body? Hollister's
ind the chest as near the ohin as possiRocky Mountain Tea drives out impurible. When sitting down, maintain an ties, oleanses and enriches the blood and
jrect attitude in yonr chair, never bendpurifies the entire system. 35 cents. F.
ing over; if you are tired lie down on A. Shurtleff *A Co.
(he couch antil you are rested.
Alwaya Rising.
Plenty of fresh air while doing the
"Yes," said the farmer, just returned
Gunner—So that distinguished gen·
aousework is one of the most potent
this
back
"I
the
from
gold tieman In the tall hat is yonr lead·
brought
city,
factors and should never be ignored.
brick." "I didn't think you'd be so
Vigorous exercise such as bed making or simple." "Simple? It was shrewd. I ing citizen, eh? Has he received many
iweeping in a room with the windows tell everybody I paid 11500 for it, and it degrees from the different colleges?
>pen may combine the benefits of a cross makes them think I'm
wealthy, don't Guyer— Has be? Why, he has received
wuntry tramp with the consciousness of you see? It really ooat me twelve cent·." so many tegreee we call him the "huι duty well performed.—New Idea.
man thermometer."—Chicago News.

The way to make a fool of a man is to
make film think you think he is popular.

Since

No.Worms

The rooster they gave a good
Cream Balm releases the secretions that cus.
inflame the nasal passages and the throat, burnt·, and he lived to a ripe age very
whereas common "remedies" made with happily.—Atlanta Constitution.
ANNUAL MEETING.
mercury merely drive them out and
a
In
were.
no
better
than
leave you
Notice is
you
given I hat the
word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real cure,
annual meeting of the
Fox nnd Fie··.
au uruggisis, uuc., or
ont a delusion,
Ilcynard Is a knowing animal. The of South Paris Savings Bank for the
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
foxes are much tormented by tleus, but election of officers for the ensuing
New York.
when the inGirtion becomes too severe
year will be. held at its Banking
"Bill," said the western editor to his they know how to get rid of the in- Rooms in
Bock, South
think
better
prepare sect:;.
assistant, "I
you'd
They Bather from the bark of Paris, on Thursday, the 22d day of
an obituary nptice of Col. Tuttle."
trees moss, which they carry to a
Mar., A. D. 1906, at 2 o'clock, p. m.
•'What!" demanded Bill. "Why. he
Here
ain't dead. Look, that's him comin' stream that deepens by degrees.
GEORGE Μ. AT WOOD,
the
still
carrying
they enter the water,
along the street now.
Secretary and Treasurer.
back"Yep," replied the editor coolly, feel- moss in their mouths, and. going
Mar. 10,
South
Paris,
ing for his hip pocket, "he's coming to ward. beginning from the end of their
see me."
tails, they advance by slow degrees till
Measure
whole body, with the exception of Τΐΐθ
Don't frown—look pleasant. If you the
immersed. The
are suffering from indigestion or sour I the month. Is entirely
OF ALL
Cure. dors during this proceeding have
take Kodol

push along pianos
anything else re-

WALKING

•·;·ννν·"·'"·ϊ'--ι-

charitable work."
"What particular work is she engaged

HOUSEWORK.

WHILE

Ε·-·,"·.··.·.·;.·

•■

help yours·.·!f."
"Very well." replied Mr. llojster. "If
Mr.
Jju will not let ine share your dinner I

WORTH THE MONEY.
of ihe throat, arms and chest. The
Touth—What do I have to pay for a
bending and twisting is good for the
license?
side muscles; raisiog the window may marriage
Clerk—Well, you get it on the installrequire considerable etrengtb, the body ment
plan.
should be held erect, chest out and head
Youth—How's that?
against back of collar. The pushing Clerk—One dollar down and your enpart of the process will call into action tire
salary each month for the rest of
the triceps which is on the outer part of
your life.
exercises
the upper arm.
Bedmaking
the muscles of the sides, abdomen, chest
Mothers everywhere praise One Minundarms, all to eoine extent.
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it has
HEART relieved and the lives of their little ones
GOING CPSTAIK8 STRENGTHENS
it has saved. A certain cure for coughs,
AND MUSCLER OK LEGS.
Makes
croup, and whooping cough.
Going upstairs can be made an exer- breathing easy, cuts out phlegm, and
sise to strengthen the heart and it also draws out the
inflan\mation. It should
helps to develop the calves of the legs. be kept on hand for immediate use. Sold
The figure should be held ereot, head,
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
neck and back in straight line, while the
«taira should be monnted in a very
Servant—The plumber says this check
leisurely manner. There should be no should be Ave dollars more.
[tending over and no running up.
Castleton—But it's the amount he

The small boy stood beneath the apple
tree with a wry face. "You may think I
am sour," said the little green apple on
the top branch, "but I am the sweetest
thing that ever happened." "Get out,"
retorted the small boy, grimly, "yuu give
me a pain."
Which was more truth than

OCT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

IN

GIRAFfE'S FATE

Did not Survive hU Death.
The will of Peter Johnson of Muske-

EXERCISE.

With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it slang.
FILL

THE UttfAITHFUL

The girafl'e and tlic rooster once formwere good frienda and nothing more.
share
a partnership. They agreed to
ed
wo·
man
uOne evening, as the young
his breast, and «bare alike all things tliey got.
to
his
sweetheart
pressing
I One day after they had looked in vain
her sister entered the room suddenly.
came to a
"The lovera drew apart with great for /something to ieat they
haate, and the aiater, with an 'Excuse tall bamiuu tree.
me,' tprned to go.
"Ah, here we are!" cried Mr. Rooster.
"But the young man deemed an expla- "Help yourself, Brother Giraffe, and
nation necessary. He said:
tos* a few of the Juicy bananas down
"
'Don't go. We have just been meas- here to me."
taller.'
is
the
uring to see wbioh
But Mr. Giraffe had forgotten the
The intruder, standing by the door,
bad made.
looked at the lover· intently. Then a bargain ho
delicate smile, flitted over her pretty
face, and she said:
"
'You are about the same height, but
I think sister is much the redder.'
New Tork Tribune.

Cleaning windows exercises the muscles

much of a habit. Don't
get the habit. Take a little Kodol Dysafter
Cure
eating and you will
pepsia
quit belching, pulling, palpitating and
frowning. Kodol Digests what you eat
and makes the stomach sweet. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Indigestion i

AO Aoinjal Story For
Little FoIHe

"Let me relate a jonng woman'· witticlam that I heard," he aaid.

Sumo school children were having an
quiring great or unusual effort.
object loeeon on bird*, and the teacher
called attention to the small tail of the
VAKIC08E VEINS.
blue heron, saying, "This bird has no
veins
in
the
with
troubled
Those
largo
tail to speak of." Next day the class
in
one
stand
much
should
never
po- was told to write an essay on the bird,
legs
harmful.
not
so
is
nearly
sition; walking
aud one little girl concluded her essay
They should always sit down when their thus, The blue heron has a tail, but it
duties permit it, as when paring pota- must not be talked about."
toes, apples, etc., and elevate the affected leg on a stool. Λ good support for a
Keep the little ones healthy and happy.
leg iu such a condition is to bandage the Their tender, sensitive bodies require
leg with an eveu pressure from the toes gentle, healing remedies. Hollisfer's
to the knees.
Rocky Mountain Tea will keep them
35 cents, Tea or tabEXCELLENT strong and well.
AN
WINDOWS
CLEANING
lets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
or

the Pussier.

No. 33.—Diagonal: Eros. 1. Erst. 2.
Brim. 3. Root. 4. Pass.
No. 34.— The Unnamed Pullman:
Malta.
Michignu Central Railroad.

Chicago. Dau.

AVOID

It is sometimes possible to have too
much of a good thing, and though household exercise is usually a direct beuelit
to the worker, still, some women have
inherited weaknesses which cause a tendency to rupture and displacements.
Auyone having such a tetuleucy'should
avoid strains such as that caused by lifting a heavy piece of ice, or a wash boiler
full of clothes; should uot move around

—.

to

TO

WHAT

will be open Dove.

call.

Prmats Powunwtie

47.—'Triangle.
1. A tish of the salmon family.
2. The title of one of Tennyson's

—

I will furi.l-ih l»M>KSanil WINDOWS of auy
SUe or Style at reasonable ;>rVe«.

Mats, Mirrors

different system
rare old plant.

a

No.

—

Builders' Finish !

and Pictures,

a

—

R. W. IHWDLER,

Picture Frames

fovu to

of notation and have

A. W. Waiker & Son's,

Office

represented

»β·—Κ u inula.

.No.

Coal at

House, Norway.

CASTORIA

0
0

5 6
4
1 to 4. valor: 2 to 5, a form of needlework; 3 to «». entirely : 7 to 10, an outsi<le blind; S to 11, belong; 9 to 12,

Change

Stove Wood and

Oculist,

fOlTOHONEMAR
Βτ— Oeldaj

0
0

Λ familiar quotation is
in the picture.

Edgings,

Nichols St..

0
0

12

MILLETT,

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Tenney,

L. M. TUFTS,

0
0

to

South Paris, Me.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
aud General Manager, Boston, Mass.

a

0
0

your

price

P.

H.

tire and marine risk.

and Oil

0
0

more

close them out.

Sepia

3

NORWAY.

few

A

All cargo, except Live Stock, via tht
steamer» of this Company, is iusured

in

2

1

No. -!<*.—Kant illnr

7 P. M.

High

II.—«Jroels Crou.

Q0000000

own

&

jewel and have

a

80000000 il

Superb new steamers of this line lcav«
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

J. F. LISCOMB,
Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

and have to

Sleighs !

F«ro $1.88.

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

deny

sea

Initials of the remaining words "'ill
spell the surname of a famous American born in February.

MASONIC BLOCK,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

:3ο A. m. to 4
Examined free.

behead resembling a
number.
behead to agree and have

MAINE.

i»*phone Connection.

Portland Division.

month.

lion

a snare.

l.:censeci Taxidermist,

Eastern Steamship company.

following

behead going up and have

confess.
10. Triply behead

J. WALDO NASH,

3oI<t by K. A. Shurtieff Λ Co.

Tuesday, Aug.

to chop.
5. Triply
sick.
G. Triply
anil have a
7. Triply

7000000010

WEST PARIS,

for twenty years.
using it Is milk

1st, and ist

number of years.
3. Triply behead side of the way and
have lateral.
4. Triply behead a relative and have

Ε. Η. PIKE,

Kodol Digests What You Eat

will be at Elm

guard.
2. Triply behead features and have

any «talion.

BottlManly. St.00 Size hoUmt 2S tiroes the trial
size, which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by E- O. OeWITT A OO., OHIOAQO.

Dr. Austin

Xo. *i.—Triple DrheadlaK·.
1. Triply behead external and have

Ko.

No appetite, loss of strength, nervous
headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This ne* discovKodol cures indigestion.
of digesery represents the natural juices
tion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S S. Ball, of Ratenswood W. Va.. says.—

pleased?

name.

tprure, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered «it

oess,

sour stomach
we are now

boy's

and have to attune.
9. Triply behead to

S. BROWN,

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Stomach

Exercise is a necessity from entrance
to exit and it may be said to be the way
to attain a green old age as one nears the
century mark. It is never too late to
begin, though the young woman of
eighteen or twenty years can add to her
height in a way which the lady who
is eighty years young cannot expect.
Physical education costs nothing but a
little time and some perseverance. Apparatus may be dispensed with, though
its value must not be decried.
One thing to look out for always and
to avoid) is one-sided development. If
the right hand, right shoulder, right side
is used more than the left, there will be
a
corresponding increase in size in the
part must used. This is to be avoided,
and the left side of the body should be
used as the right is. Thi* can be done
in sweeping, washing, ironing, and soon,
changing broom or iron as the case may
be from one hand to tho other.
Exercise strengthens not only the
muscles engaged in the work, but indirectly benefits all the muscular tissue
in the body. It makes the muscles used
firm, round and strong; gets rid of
superfluous fat, replacing it with useful
flesh, and brings more blood to the
parts so that the tissues are better
nourished. The heart muscle is made
stronger; in the immature, the height is
increased, the breadth of the shouldere
and width of the chest improved.
The joints are made more elastic; as
the unused lock and hinges of a door
creak and move with difficulty, so the
joints which are the hinges of the body,
stiffen and lose their suppleness when
the oil of frequent use, which ought to
lubricate them, is not sufficiently applied. Then they also creak, and grow
old and rusty rapidly.
Who has not uoticed the lithe, graceful bodies and supple eaey movements
of actresses on the stage who have been
on the boards almost a lifetime, calculating by the Osier method; yet they
move with a lightness and agility which
put to shame the maiden still on the
sunny side of twenty. This pliancy and
easy grace has been acquired only by
The
constant well directed exercise.
action of a well trained member is
characterized by its precise and graceful
ease, while the weak one moves with a
slow, uucertain or jerky awkwardness.
Exercise also keeps the bones from
growing old and brittle, and preserves
them green and full of eap, so that if an
accident occurs, a fracture is less likely
to result, or should it occur, the bune
knits more quickly and perfectly.
There is plenty of room for the develIt is
opment of muscular structures.
tar from uncommon to see thin necks,
narrow
chests
flat
stooping shoulders,
and pipe stem arms, and as the whole
body participates in this lack of developopnient, the condition is at tho root of
many painful periodicities where an undeveloued muscular structure, childlike
in eize, ban tL»e work of maturity thrust
upon it.
Many muscles which clothe the chest
pass over from it to be inserted on the
inner side of the arm, so that when the
hands and arms are exercised, the muscles of the chest are also beiug called
into use and are being developed at the
same time.
Household labors call into play many
muscles, exorcising them as gymnastic
work does, making them rounded and
beautiful where they would have been
thin and scrawny. Sweeping, for instance, exercises the muscles of the forearm, that is, that part of the arm between
wrist and elbow; it also exercises the
muscles on the side of the chest. The
motion is said to have some resemblance
to golf.
The broom should be changed
from one hand to another.
Washing clothes and making bread
also develop the musclos of the forearm,
principally, making this part of the arm
rouuded and full, and making the grip
of the hand stronger. Hanging up the
clothes necessitates stretching the arms
upwards, does not require bo much
strength and is similar to a dumb bell
exercise where the arms are stretched
above the head. It exercises the pectoral
muscles of the chest, and is a good
ironing
breathing exercise. When
clothes, the board should be placed at a
comfortable level, bo that it will not be
necessary to stoop over so much, and
the left hand should be used to smooth
out the pieces.

harvest

8. Triply behead the god of the

Wanted.

Soup

I vu troubled with
Kodol cured m· and
lor bahy."

J.

opinions.

12.—An Odd Kloclc of Bird·.

wood, proilt.

hard

dry

Good four-foot

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.·

**

No.

1. What two friends do.
2. Never seen in summer.
3. What farmers need in
time.
4. What din's a dog do when
5. A colored tt>ol.
6. A celebrated artist.
7. A

Carpets

Wool

ίο

and 1 wonder if any one ever saw sound
sense, good nature and beauty in an ailing, puny body. Good sane judgment
should not be expected from any one
who is not in good health. Even a
heavy dinner will give a bias to one's

8. Daces where money Is coined.
tt. A small fruit and a small tree.

will1

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City,
bring you.a free sample copy.

Eyes

40—Mctasraat.
1. An adhesive mixture.
2. To sew lightly.
8. Celerity.
4. To perceive by the palate.

Peary is righting.

Send your order anil money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address ou a postal card to THE NEW-

Witty Worn*.
John La Purge, the painter, wm talking in hi· itadio about wlttj women.

"There waa a man who loved a maid, |
and she returned bia paeaion; but there
and
Housework.
Education
Physical
were reasons that made secrecy desirable,
It has been said that the first requisite and thua, though the two were betroth- j
of success io life is to be a good animal, ed
they pretended to the world that they

No.

Βi Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

hours,

Uorreepondence on topic· of IntereM touio ι··ΐ<
la«oDcMed. Address: Editor Homemakk*OOLUm*. Olfor! Democrat. P»rU. Mi.uo

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
aad your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
week.
R. Desolate ground.
brings it to your dott three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
The
of
news
Daily
and contains all the most important
No. 41.—A Puill·· LmvcheoB.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
1. Having a taste of sugar and the
not
have
farm
and
on
a
or
If you live in the village
touch "staff of life."
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
cost.
2. What America does In Internawith all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY tiona! yacht races.
3. What a ship does lu a rough sea.
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
4. A hot. spicy root and the "staff of
your own favorite local newspaper,
life."
5. Live iu oaves.
0. Two of a kind (plural number).
7. A tree, what Eve ate and what

AS

of each

iSs

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

GOOD

against

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

OroM Akm-Ib
Deduct items not

8 053 37

114.062,520 6!)

Admitted A wets
LIA niLITIRS DE
Not U- paid Lofses
Unearned Premium*
A11 other Liabilities

Cash

Capital,

Surplus over all Liabilities

81,1U00.
$ 526.683 88
5,2«5.H84Î3
817,207 70
1A 0.000 00
β 442,674 78

$14 069.620 69
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W. J. WHEELER & CO., Agents.
South Paris, Me.

For Sale.
for
hatching—White Leg·
Eggs
horn, Barred Plymouth Rock, White
Wyandotte. 50 cents for 13.
F. A. PARLIN,
R. F. D. 3.

The

$14.061 178 M

admitted,

South Paris.

nickel

in the

rails

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put

on

without bolts
50 CtS.

D°Wn *nd

50 CtS.

Variety Store, Norway.

t

Weak it

